

















COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE
FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING JAN. 31, 1873.
The total amount received into the Treasury during the year
has been derived from the following sources, viz
:
Cash in Treasury February 23, 1872 . $28,929 97
State Treasurer, Savings Bank tax . 14,102 31
Railroad tax . . 9,637 46
Insurance tax . . 82 13
Literary fund . . 710 15
Reimbursement of war expenditures . 25 00
City notes 26,300 00
City bonds 68,156 00
Sundry persons, accrued interest on bonds 1,057 18
Interest on State of N.H. bonds . . 3,888 00
Interest on E. F. McQuesten's note . 30 00
E, F. McQuesten, balance on lot on
Sargent's avenue .... 500 00
Sundry persons for lots on Sargent's
avenue 740 00
N. A. & B, R.R. for lot, South Common 1,249 45
J. McQuesten, Fletcher St. school-house 820 00
Hillsborough County, expense children
at Reform School .... 1,149 45
Hillsboro' County, support of paupers 47 00
Amount carriedfonoard . $157,420 19
Amount brought forward $157,420 19'
Town of Sanbornton, support of paupers 10 00
J. P. Hutchinson, support of J. P. Upton 20 37
H. Sanderson, tax, 1871, abated . . 3 74
C. S. Bussell, rent of Franklin Hall . 53 00
Sullivan & Barry, rent engine liouse,
High street 60 00
G. D. Nutting, rent of house, Belvidere 64 00
No. American Fire Insurance Co., draw-
back insurance on T. F. Bridge . 11 05
A. W. Fisk, pension of F. Pillsbury . 96 00
W. M. Belcher, tuition .... 6 00
A. Longley, old iron sold ... 8 00
C. W. Merrow, brick sold ... 12 00
J. B. Hidden, grass sold . . . . 11 00
J. B. Bussell, horse sold .... 31 00
H. & H. F. Dane, carpet sold . 18 00
Sundry persons, permits to enter sewers 414 00
Street Commissioners, Dist. No. 3, old
material sold 94 50
Street Commissioners, Dist. No. 5, old
material sold ..... 6 00
Chief Engineer Fire Department, old
material sold 52 00
J. L. Morrill, Supt. city farm, balance
farm account ....
E. B. Burke, agent, sales of liquor
City Marshal, fines and costs .
City Clerk, rents and licenses
Collector of Taxes, interest .
" " on account
.
Abatement of taxes
Abatement of dog tax .
Collection of taxes





Amount brought forward .
CITY TREASURER'S REPORT.




To cash in Treasury, Feb. 23, 1872







sales of real estate
sales of liquor
sales of old material, labor,
Hillsborough County, chil-
dren at Reform School
rents, licenses, etc.





By cash paid on Treasury orders from
Feb. 23, 1872, to Feb. 19, 1873 . $227,860 72
By balance cash on hand carried to
new account .... 40,235 22
account with the city of
$28,929
City op Nashua, N. H., Feb. 21, 1873.
The undersigned, the Committee on Accounts and Finance of
the City Councils of said city, certify that in accordance with the
provisions of an ordinance of said city, we have this day exam-
ined the foregoing account of G. H. Taggard, City Treasurer, and
find the same to be correctly cast, and each payment properly
vouched by a treasury order for the same, corresponding in
amount with the vouchers in the hands of the City Clerk.
We have also examined the sources from which the income of
the past year has been derived, and are satisfied that he has
charged himself with the whole amount paid into the Treasury.
We find that the total receipts into the Treasury during the
year, including twenty-eight thousand nine hundred twenty-nine
dollai-s and ninety-seven cents ($28,929.97) on hand at its com-
mencement have been two hundred sixty-eight thousand ninety-
five dollars and ninety-four cents ($268,095.94.)
The total payments made during the same time have been two
hundred twenty-seven thousand eight hundred sixty dollars and
seventy-two cents ($227,860.72), leaving balance in the Treasury
this day of forty thousand two hundred thirty-five dollars and






Joint Standing Covimittee on
Accounts and Finance^ 1872-78.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.
ABATEMENT OB^ TAXES.
Paid T. Martin, 1871 .... 13 74
G. W. Currier, Dep. Coll., 1871 . 128 55




Interest on E. F. McQuesten's note . 30 00
Interest on State of N. H. bonds . 3,888 00
Accrued interest on city bonds sold . 1,057 18
6530 74
Received of R.Godfrey, Collector, 1872 . . 1396 00
Paid G. W. Currier, Dep. Coll., 1871 . tS 00
R. Godfrey, Collector, 1872 . . 14 00
$17 00
Undrawn ........ $379 00
COLLECTION OF TAXES.
Appropriation ....... $600 00




Araoxmt brought forward .








Paid H. H. Eaton, repairing clock
J, Hosmer, "
Sargent & Cross, wood and lumber
H. D. Melendy & Co.,
J. Harvell, wood
J. H. Morrison, wood
J. F. Wallace, carpenter work
J. D. Bickford, setting glass
P. Otis & Son, « «
Weston & Stevens, mason work
G. W. Burnham, « «
Jesse Gault, brick
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete .
C. T. Spaulding, tarring .
S. D. Chandler, lime
H. M. Goodrich, stove work
F. P. Frazier & Co., coal .
G, W. Walker & Co., heating .
Nashua Cement D. P. Works, drain
pipe . . . .
E. W. Johnson, traveling expenses
L. Farnsworth, " "
C. W. Stevens, « "
G. W. Badger, painting .
U. S. Ventilation Co., ventilation
Portable Window Ventilation Co
ventilation tubes
G. A. Baker & Co., lightning rods
Cheever Bros., velvet
J. H. Blake, crash
Balcom & Annis, ice
Wm. Vincent, blacksmithing
B. L. & N, R. R., freight .
Hayward & Green, tin ware
C. Williams, castings









































Paid J. A. Deveieaux & Co., pipe work . $1 62
I. W. Hamlett, setting glass . . 75








J. Ford, " Hollis street
J. G. Proctor, blind fixtures, Hollis
street . . . ,.
D. Roby, labor, Amherst road .
C. E. Paige, land, Amherst road
J, F. Wallace, carpenter work, Roby's
District ....
J. D. Bickford, painting, Roby's Dist
M. Davis, posts, " "
J. A. Devereaux & Co., posts, Roby's
District ....
Barr & Co., hardware, Roby's Dist
C. H. Nutt, varnish, etc., Nashua
cemeteiy ....
Sargent & Cross, lumber .




















Paid pay-roll, labor .
A. Blanchard, setting trees






There was raised on the North Common, dm'ing the year 1871,
eight tons of hay, estimated to be worth $320.00 ; and during the
year 1872, ten tons of hay, estimated to be worth $250.00, all of




Paid A, Dexter, horse hire
Eaton & Ayer, wood and horse hir
L. P. Duncklee, " «
E. D. Frencli, trucking
J; W. White & Son, coal
G. Phelps, " .
J. H. Morrison, wood
Pennichuck Water Works, water
Nashua Gas-Light Co., gas
J. A. Deveraux, Co., pipe work
Jackman & Fox, " " .
H. M. Goodrich, stove work
N. Lazell, polishing powder
Q. A. Woodward & Co., blacksmith
ing
E. A. Ranger, wheelwright work
Smith &, Lakenian, mason work
J. F. Wallace, carpenter work .
Howard & Copp, furniture
J. Hale,
Warner & Whitne}', repairing en
gine .....
Amoskeag M'fg Co., grates and re-
pairing engine .
Haywood & Green, boiler
C. H. Nutt, hardware
Barr & Co., oil and hardware .
Nashua Lock Co., locks .
W. H. Campbell, painting-
Campbell & Harden, painting, etc.
J. M. Harris, "
S. E. Jaquith & Co., hanging paper
J. F. Barnes, papering
J. W. Ladd & Co., soap .
Burke & Taylor, matches, etc. .
Belt and Leather Stuffing Co., hose
dressing , . . .






Paid Riinnells & Chnse, rubber coats
H. A. Hall,
D. Liston, labor
E. Lambert, Jr., labor
T. McNabb,
F.E.Fisher
G. W. Moore, "
B. L. & N. R. R., freight .
Gregg, IToyt & Co., blinds






E. G. Cliase, repairing carpet .
N. Greenwood, traveling expenses
J. B. BiLssell, " "
U. S. and Canada Express, express
Connecticut Fire Ins. Co., insurance
on engine-honso
McKean & Andrews, insurance on
engine-house



























Paid Smith & Lakeman, reservoirs . . $2,345 00
J. A. Devereaux & Co., pipe work . 208 10







H. O. Proctor, Street Commissioner Dist.
No. 3, scrapings . . . . 40 00
C. A. Brigham, Street Commissioner Dist,




Paid Q. A. Woodward & Co., brksmithii>g
Nashua Carriage Co., repairing tools
Nashua Iron and Steel Co., bars
Underhill Edge Tool Co., tools
Haywood & Green, lanterns
Barr & Co., hardware
C. H. Nutt,
Jackson & McKean, hardware
L. P. Duucklee, use of wagon
H. W. Tolles, " "
J. Wilkins & Co., horse hire .
Francestown Soapstone Co., refuse
stone .
H. M. Goodrich, broom
Sargents & Cross, tamps
H. b. Melendy & Co., stakes .
Nashua Cement D, P. Works, pipe
J. E. Balcom, watering streets
W. R, Jones, labor .
G. W. Badger, painting .
J. G. Pi-octor, "
L. W. Goodrich, rubber coat





A. F, Lakeman, "
E. P. Chase,
E. Dearborn, "


































C. A, Brigham, Commissioner.
Paid pay-roll, labor $3,818 45
Jackson Co., labor . . . . 4 87
G. Stark, surveying . . . . 62 00




Paid A. P. Keyes, hiuiling stone
K. & M. A. Latoi), gravel
H. Bennett, cinders .
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete .
Q. A. Woodward &, Co., blacksmith
ing . . . . .
A G. Hutclnns, blacksniitliing
E. A. Ranger, scraper, etc.
Underbill Edge Tool Co., tools
Wood & Brigbain, nails and tools
Barr & Co., hardware
N. H. Foster, carpenter work .
Savgents & Cross, lumber .
T. Chase,
B. L. & N. R. R., freight .
C/impbell & Marden, painting .
H. M. Goodrich, repairing pump
C. J. Towns,
C. T. Spalding, tuning
C. T. Spalding, land damage
K. & M. A. Laton, " '^ .
C.L.Tucker, " " .
L.E. Tinker, " " .
Jackson MTg Co., " " .
L. P. Duncklec, " " .
Patrick Dolan, *' " .





Paid G. B. Fosdick, labor . . . $4 50
A. P. Shipley, "
A. Sliipley,
C. Shipley, " .








H. C. ToLLES, Commissioner.
Paid H. C. Tolles, labor , . . .186 95
I. Harris " .... 11 25
W. B. Cumraings, labor ... 28 87









Paid pay-roll, labor ....
,647
25
Amovnt hi'ought forvmrd . . .'•
Piiid Citizens' com. for the celebration of
July 4tb, 1872 ....
P. Murray, burying animals .
E. TI. Brigham, « " . .
G. Davis, ]iosting bills
Greenougb, Jones & Co., directories
C. H. Campbell, auctioneering
Undrawn.......





Paid Nashua Gas Light Co., gas
C. E. Adams, lanterns
Haywood & Green, repairing Ian
terns . . . . .
C. T. Robinson, repairing lanterns
C. Williams, lamp-posts .
J. B. Bussell, painting lamp-posts
C. H. Nutt, oil and bnrners
Barr & Co., glass and lamps
F. E. Tiipper, glass .
J. L. Pierce, lamp fixtures
Burke & Taylor, oil and matches







Paid G. W. Walker, registers .
J. A. Devereaux & Co., pipe work
G. Phelps, coal....
Nashua Iron and Steel Co., labor on
boiler
Wra. Dobbins, labor on boiler .
W. G. iShattuck, desks
Howard & Copp, chairs .
B. L. & N. R. R., freight .
C. A. Wesson, tracking .
D. Sargent, cash paid out
Earle & Fuller, architects
C. S. Bussell, traveling expenses
A. E. Rowe & Co., bell fixtures
Nashua Lock Co., " " .
J. L. Pierce, curtain fixtures .
Clinton Wire Cloth Co., wire cloth
C. H. Nutt, hardware
C. Williams, castings
Q. A. Woodward cfe Co., blacksmith
ing
R. P. Davis, slating .
Weston & Stevens, stone wall
H. Dane, auctioneering
Pay-roll, labor ,
S. Wood, ^' .
J. A. Hamilton, labt)r
P. Flood,





PAUPERS NOT AT ALMSHOUSE.
Ap})ropviati(>n .....
J. P. Hutchinson, returned assistance
Town of Sanbornton, support of pauper
Hillsborough County, " "
,Paid D. F. Brown, Mrs. Pease, board
M. G. Fletcher, "
O. P. Spencer " "
J. Huntington, assistance
A. B. Moore, "
G. llobbins, "
G. F. Wilber, M. D., cash paid out
J. L. Morrill, horse hire .
Sawyer, Merriam & Co., groceries
N. & L. Chase, ' "
Daggett & Cross, "




S. B. Collins & Co.,
J. G. Blunt & Son, "
Verder & Co., "
A. Jaquith, "
Burke & Taylor, crackers and cheese
M. N. Swallow, milk
J. L. Morrill, Jr., crutches
M. McManus, labor .
Reed & Jackman, dress
W. H. Colburn, wood
.). H. Morrison, "












Paid E. P. Emernon, Police Justice
H.Parkinson, "
R. W. Berry, printing
S. M. Mordough, conitnittin
house of corj'ectiou
Win. Head & Son, hand-cuffs, i
vers, !eg-i)"ons
L. Haskill, badges .
W. C. Brown, meals
N. W. Burke, bread
Sawyer, Merriam & Co., clieest
H. Holt, l)edding .
E. P. Brown, horse hire .
N. P. WhitLemore, " .
J. Wilkius & Co., « .
M. J. Austin, services
B. S. Babcock, "
P. Barry, "
G. H. B^urbank, ''
D. B. Fiske, "
J. Colbuni, "
J. L. H. Mar:,hall, "
G. E. Mills,
S. G. Mooney, "
M. Moran, ''
J. W. Ktudall, "
Wni. Robinson, "
T. M. Shattuck, "
E. A. Ranger, '•
Wni. Piuninier, "











































Paid M. F. 8})ragiu', sevviees .
P. Welcli,
"
H. M. HlniK'har.i, -
Undrawn . . . . .
^700
81





Paid S.ir.Mordoiigh, City Marsha],
A. W. Sawyer, " Solicitor,
A. F. Stevtnis, «• '
G. n. Taggnrd, " Treasurer,
G. II. 'l\-!ggnr(l, ^' Clerk,
G. II. TMggiird, Assistant
J. Barney, City Messenger,
T. H. Gibby, "' Physician,
T. H. Gibby, " Health Officer,
J. D. March, Clerk Com. Coun.,
E. B. Burke, Liquor Agent
A. Andrews, Overseer of Poor,
E. A. Slader, " "
E. A. Slader, Assessor, 1871
D. A. Wilson, "
r>. \l. M:u-shal!, "
E. P. Brown, " ^
E. P. Brown, - 1872
E. A. Sla.ier, " "
"
D. A. Wilson, " "
D..R. Marshall, "









































Approjiriation for school purposes
Appropriation for school-houses
Literai-y fund ....
Dog tax, two years .
W. M. Belcher, tuition
A. Longley, old iron sold .












Paid pay-roll, lahoi- ....
Nashua CcnuMit D. P. Works, pipe
S. 1). Cliainller, pipe
S, D. Chaiuller, eeiiient .
J. A. Devere.iii.v it Co., pij'e work
O. Williams, oastiiii^s
M. Davis, eesspool stones .
J. Oault, Ijriek ....
F. Chase & Co., luinl)er .
Sarii;ents & Cross, *'
Barr & Co., hardware
Ct. Stark, siii-\ I'yiiiu' .
lleury Turicll, .Jr., use ol laud
W. \"iuceiit, blacksuuthinu-
Nashua Gas Li<>ht Co., empty easks
Smith & Latou. salt .
M. li. Buxiou, " .
J. G. Little & Co., oil
Concord Railroad, freight






Expended in District No. 3 . . . 14,754 68







Paid J. Foisie, services
J. Wilkins, horse hire
Turrill & Co., milk .
Burke & Taylor, groceries
Smith & Laton, provisions
Ackerman & Reed, meat
M. M. Cmiimings & Co.,. fish
N. W. Burke, bread
P. Chagnon, moving patient
G. W. Carrier, medicine .
J. H. Morrison, wood
Haywood & Green, stove pipe
C. H. Nutt, axe
Campbell & Mnrden, setting glass
McKean & Andrews, insurance
A. J, Rockwood, coffin





















Paid J. B. Busst'll, traveling expenses . |12 95
Williams Hall, " " . 9 08
L. Kittredge, u « .9 95
$31 98
SPRING STREET SCHOOL-HOUSE.
Paid G. W. Underhill, traveling expenses
L. Farusworth, " "




Paid First National Bank . . .$5,000 00
Indian Head National Bank . . 15,000 00
$20,000 00
TAXES ASSESSED IN APRIL, 1872.
Total amount assessed and committed to Collector,
incluiling State, county, city, school, school-
house tax, and tax on dogs .... $128,350 45




STATE AND COUNTY TAX.
State tax assessed A]nil 1872 . . $12,843 00
Couutv tax '• u a ^ ^ 8^101 47
Paid S. A. Carter, State Treasurer . $12,843 00





l?;iid C. L. Coburn, Selectman, Ward 1 $ilO (MJ
N. H. Foster, " '• 1 5 00
C. W. Edwards, " - 1 5 00
J. H. Chapman, Clerk, " 1 12 00
R.W . Berry, i>rint'g check-lists '^ 1 22 00
First Baptist Society, rent, " 1 50 00
C. O. Andrews, Selectman, '' 2 6 00
H. S. Ashley, '^ " 2 5 00
'
M. J. Austin, - " 2 5 00
L, R. Kidder, Clerk, " 2 6 75
Amount carriedforward . . . $125 75 $450 00
Anioicnt brought forux.ird , , . >^\'lo 7;") .^4-">0 (i«*
Paid R. W. Berry, printiiiu- (^lun-k-iists.
Ward -1 -l-l 00
C. Shattuck, Selectin:iii, Ward :{ ."> 00
C. Senter, ^' " :} 5 i»0
E. M. Tein))le, Clerk, " o .') 00-
Moore & Liiiiu'ley, print iii;^- clu'ck-
lists, Ward :J . . , . 10 0(>
II, W, Ben-y, ]»rintiiiu' eheck-lists,
Ward :} ' 12 0(^-
Mrs. T, O'Neill, cleairm^, W;ird :) 1 0(>
. n. C, Little, 8electin.ni, " 4 .'• 00
L, W, Goodrich, '^ " 4 ."> 00
G. PI Kicliardsoii, " " 4 5 OO
G. F. Wilber, Clerk - 4 5 00
II, U. Wheeler, printinu- check-lists,
Ward 4 ..... 7 Oi>
R. W. Berry, printiiiu check-lists.
Ward 4 " \-l 00
T. F. Wills, Selectman, Wanl :> •') 00
M. S. Sulliv.an, " '^ •'> 5 00
P. Riley, Clerk, " :> •") 0I>
R, W. Berry, priiitV check-lists " ."i 1 1' 00
H. 1). Melendy & Co., Ininher *' •") 1;5 00
.r. H. Morrison, wood " ."> '1 2;')
•J. F. Sloan, c.ir|»enter work • ."> 24 So
T. Dane, table - ."> 4 -Jo
Barr & Co., hardware "• '» •"> '.\\
L. Kittredije, Selectman " (> •'» 00
TI. E. Green wooil, ' " (5 ') 00
.1. Pierce, " " O •'• 00
W, H. Hooper, Clerk •' .") Ou'
R.W. Berry, print 'i^ check-lists" 24 00'
W. J. Cooper, rent - (i 25 00"
G. Turner, Selectman •' 7 10 (10
G. B. Pearson, Clerk " 7 o 00
E. A. Smith, " " 7 •') 00
R. W. Berry, print g check-lists " 7 22 00
Eaton & Ayer, sawdust •• 7 2 0(»
Amount carriedforirarnf . . . *414 41 N450 •tO"'
Ainotdtt hroiuf/tt. foncard . . . ^i?4U 41 5^450 00
raid J. L. IT. Marslmll, Scleclinaii, Ward S 5 (10
C. IT. Fosdick, '• ^ 8
C. Bullard, " " S
C. McGregor, Clerk ^' 8
Moore Sc Langley, ]>rintiiig clieck-
:lists, Ward 8 . . . .






Abatement of taxes ....
Abatement of dog tax . . .
Collection of taxes ....
State and County tax . . .



























Printing and stationery . . .
Public Library












































































































City stock, Jan. 1, 1855, payable in 25 yrs. $6,000 00
City stock, July 1, 1858,
City scrip, " 1, 1863,
City scrip, " 1, " "
City scrip, "1, "
City bonds, Jan. 2, 1865
City notes, Oct. 27, 1866, ''
a u a u a
" Nov. 23, 1866 ''
n. a v> u u
City bonds, Ang. 1, 1870, "
(( u u u u
" " 1871, "
'^ " Oct. 1, '^
City l>onds, July 1, 1872, payable in 20
years, (in aid of Wilton R. R.) . 15,000 00
City l)ouds, July 1, 1872, payable in 2(t
years, (Nashua & Rochester R. R.) 75,(MJ() Uo
#301,000 00
Outstanding demand notes ..... 15,650 00




X. If. ^^Valc hnnds #64,S(HMI0
City \vM\ iMiiMiiio- ;iii,l l..t . . . 8:\0<)() 00
County buildiiiu auil lol . . . -Jo,500 00
Fleal inu" iipparatn-., f'unii! \u\' aiid H\t iirt's,
city hall r.,000 00
Fiii'iiiture an 1 li.vtiircs. c^jiiiity buil<linu . oOO 00
House aixl laud, Hfivi.k'ir . . . 1,000 00
City farm au.l l)uiMino-s . . . . I-i,:)OOO0
Pers(»!ial ])r(>]i('Vty at city t'ai'in . . 4,800 00
Pest-house and furnituiv . . . l,-200 00
North Cnnnnun 9,oOO 00
South Conininn S,300 00
Land, North !*ine street . . . 'i^O 00
Land, Bedel street ii,OO0 00
Eno-iuediouse and land. Lowell street . 1,SOO 00
" High '^ . 1,800 00
Olive '' . 3-2,000 00
Torrent steam tire engiiu'. No. 1 . . 4,i")00 00
Niag-ara steam. Hi-e eno-ine. No. 2 . . 4,o0o 00
Protector enii'ine, Xo. 4, enixine, hose and
ti.\tU(Kes . . . . . 1,000 00
Niat^ara enoine. No. .3 . . . . 400 00
T. W. (riliis, relief eno-ine . . . oO 00
Nashua hose, No. 1, two carriau-es, hose
and ti\tures .•;,S00 00
Pennichuck hydrant. No. 2, three hose
carriau,"es, jiose and fixtures . . •2^:^{H) 00
1 hose carriage and hose at (4. W. I)a\is
& Co's 4o0 00
1 hose carriage at Katon tt Ayer"s . . 50 00
2 hose carriages, s
I
tare .... 100 00
1000 feet hose, spare .... 1,000 00
Horses, harnesses and lilankets . . 2,!200 00
Street lamps and fixtun's . . . 2,000 00




AlUDKiit hroinf/)f f(V}C(if(! .
srnooi.






:'>, Higli School .
8, West Pearl street
o. East Pearl street
•S, I*alin street .
o, Mulbei'ry street
No. 8, Edgeville
Xo. 8, Harbor .
N(.. 4, Belvj.lere








































To tlie Honorable Board of Mai/or and Aldermen :
I liave llie honor to .submit my i-eport :is City Marslml tin- the
year ending .TannaiT 1, 1873.
TABLE,




To <Jouiitj' House of Cor
tion ill Wilton
To House of Correction
Nashua






" on Officers .
'• and Battery
Adulterj-










Idle and dissolute person.'!
For selling liquor .






MKMBERS OF THE I'OLK E DEPARTMENT.
S. U. MoiiDoroH, Ci(i/ ])f<ri-(i/iaL
Joiix Barxkv, Assintaiit Citi/ Jfa)\'</iaf aiid Cit;/ 3fess<:tu/er.
Bauxet C. BrTTiiU'K, T>o)/ Watchman.
Calvin T. Kol)iiis(>ii. Huuli Dutly, »
Joliii P^'oisio, John W". Kendall.
SI^i;(lAl. I'OI.K'K.
8. (r. Mo jney, John L. Mon-ill,
B. S. Bibi-;>ck, Levi Case,
R. M. Blaiifhni'd, L. M. Wright,
D. B. Eiskc. Geo. W. Flanders.
J. 1). Maivh. M, F. Spvairue,
James A. llaniilton, James Kelley,
E. A. I{an^•el•, William Robinson.
Pati-iek Barry, James F. Taylor,
Mark J. Austin, Ai-temns Eonoley_,
Win . Pliiinnier,
SCriEDlJEE OF PROPERTY
NOW IN VHY, POSSKSSION OK IMli; VOI.K'K DKl'AK I'MKNT,
('omt'orters .... 'JO Dippers .... 5
Mattresses .... 14 Tairs liandoutis . . . S
Pillows .... '.1 Revolvers .... 8
IJedsteads .... 4 Silver hadt^es . . .24
Sloji kettles. . . . S
REMARlvS.
The iinmlicr nf lodirers I'oi- the jiast. year lias been the largest
evei- know 11 to the department, the nninber being nine hundred
and eighty-one. They are generally train]*!:?, going to and from
the ditterent railroads now in way ot'eonst ruction, viz. : the Naslui.-i,
Acton and l^oston, the Willoii and (ireentield, and the Nashua and
I^K•hestel IJoads : these are i»id\ ided with lodgings in the base-
ment of the City Hall building, and supper and breakfiist .are tur-




EEPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH,
The Doiird of He:iltli herewith prt'Seut llieu- i-eport loi- tlir ycar
April 15, IST'J, a (rase of small pox: ami varioloid was found oir
Ledge street. The family, consistinu' oi' nine pci'sotis, were re-
moved to the Muall pox hospital, where those convalescent with
varioloid were soon properly cleansed, fumiuated and allowed to'
return. The small pox case made slow rec(>\ery. On ^May 2o it
was funiigaled and discharged.
Jan. 18, 187o, u mild case of Narioluid appeared at i^^ast Olive-
street, lied flags, denoting snuill po.v, w ere placed upon the door
uud complete isolation enforced.
No other cases have come to our notice.
Witliiu the past two years small pox has appeared In our ciiv
six different times, J;>y prompt isolation and thorough \:iccina-
tion it was thoroughly eradicated each time trom our midst.
The small jiox hosjtital was Ituilt during an epidemic au<l in
warm weatlier, therefore no rooms wt.'re plastei'eil. We would
recommend thai part of the louder rooms be plaslere*!, that it may
be comfortable for those who are theie in winter.
It is earnestly recommended that High street ami Xorth Kim
Street be better drained. In these localities are dry wells ami
shallow vaults, wlucli are soon tilled to overflow. 'J'his system of
caring for refuse matter is faulty. It allows the material to wash
through the soil, jioisouing the wells in the vicinity, and lemain-








7>> t/ie ILouorahh Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
In accurdaiH-c with the pruvisiuiis of section 10, chapter 5,
Revised Ordinances, the City Physician subniitr^ the foHowing
I'eport
:
The sickness among paupers of this city has been more than.
usual. Accidents h.ave been frefpieiit, and one case was so severe
as to compel amputation ot the lel't leg below the knee. There







TKUSTEES OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
J'o His Honor (he. Mijjor and Gentlemen of the City Vouncils :
The Trustees of the Public Library submit the foUowiug- state-
ment of the condition of the library for the year ending May 1,
1872:
AYhole number of volumes in the library
Increase during the year......
Books added by purchase .....
Books added by donation .....
Books added to replace those worn out .
Books missing and unaccounted for
Number of new cards issued during year
Whole number issued since the opening of the library
Number of days the libi'ary was open the past year












The i)resent condition of the library is such that the Trustees
assure the City Government that the ai)propiiations thus far made
have wrought great good to the inhabitants of our city. By an
examination of the foregoing statement it appears that there have
been upwards of twenty thousand instances wherein a book ha.s
been taken from the library. Assuming that all the books are
read equally, it api)ears that each book in the library has been- read
four times, at least, diiVing the year. It is unnecessary to go into
abstruse mathematics to prove that associated capital is produc-
tive of large dividends to the book-reading public. The sums
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heretofore set iqiart lor the iii:rnit;iiii;uiee and increase of the
libraiy Inive been sutKeient to put it in ies[)eetaV)le condition, bul
we subniit to the consideration of the Councils wliether tlie ap])ro-
jtriation of a larg'er sum in future may not safely be made, in view
of the results already attained, with limited expenditure. Durinu'
the ])ast year tiie shelf ai'ea has been considerably increased, and
there is now room for all the books you may jjrovide the me;uis of
procnriuL;'. The libi'ary rooms have i)ee1i open thi'ee evenings
each week, instead of two, as formerly. We are of opinion (liat :t
readino-.room iui<i'ht be added, with very n'reat advantage to all
classes in our community. .Mu('h creilit is due the lil>rarian, t<ir
the efficient manner in which she ]»as jierformed her duties, olviniT
entire satisfaction, so far as we are iidbrnie<l, to all who have had








7'nfSf«.i6 of tin Publh: Librarif.
Nasiu A. May 1. IST-J
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CITY LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
2'o the Trustees of the y</shuif Public Lihrnri/ :
The foUowiiiL;' is tlie i-cport of tlie i)ractical working of the
library during the past yeai-, an»i its present condition.
Since the last annual rejwrt tlie Ubrary has been open for the
(leUvery of books two liundred an<l forty-one days, and since Au-
gust first, tliree evenings of eacli week, instead of two, as for-
merly. Many books of reference have been consulted, of which
no record has been kept.
Number of books taken from the rooms during the year 20,307
Daily average ......... 81-
jSTumber of books belonging to the libraiy, including
those not catalogued ...... 4,9G4
Increase during the year....... 456
Number donated to tlie library ..... 51
Number purchased to till vacancies..... 14
Number added by purchase ...... 419
Number worn out and rendered worthless . . . .S.S
At the annual examination in .July there were no books found,
missing and unaccounted for.
Number of cards issued during the year.... 340
Wliole number issued . . . . . . . * 2,674
The amount of money received and expended is as follows:
Fines collected $77 07
Catalogues sold G 30




Amount brought forward $84 37
Paid postage, expressage and for articles for use in the
library . . ^ 812 97




Nashua, May 1, 1872.
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il K P o n T
CHIEF ENIMEER OF THE EIRE DEPARTMENT,
Engineer's Offi.ck, Nashua, Fob. 17, 1S7').
To the Honorahle Hoard of Mayor and Aldermen :
111 compliance with the provisions of section 6, City Onlinan</e,
relative to the Fire De})artnient, the undersigned submits tlie tbl-
towin'j: ro])ort for tlie year cndino- Feb. 17, 1878:
FIRES AM) ALARMS.
The deparliiienl lias been called out oiohtcen tinus to liios and
alarms. Subjoined are the details.
March (5, 1872, fire at Wilton. Aid being asked, it was
j)rom](lly given by the Chief Engineer, Isaa.c Eaton, M'ho ju'o-
ceeded with all dispatch, taking with him No. 1 steamer and. com-
pany, alsf) a hose company, with carriage. Good service Avas ren-
dered.
Marcli 12, slight fire at Williams' fomnlry, Cause, accidental
;
damage, trifling.
March 10, false alarm.
April 4, false alarm.
Aj)ril 10, alai'in causi>d by tlie l»ursting oL' a lamp in the store of
Ai Collv.ini, Factory street,
Ain-il 12, b.irn on Carter estate, Franklin street. C;aise, un-
known, suppo.sed incendiary; loss, |50(>; insured.
April 26, fii'e in the woods south of S.audy itond.
April 80, bui-ning of passenger car house and several cars be-
longing to the Worcester and Nashua Raihoad, and the rolling
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mill :uid machine .slioj) of tlie Nashua Iron Company, near Hollis
street, all of which were totally destroyed. Loss of the Iron
Company, $:">0,0U0 ; insured, $28,000 ; loss of Ilailroad Company,
if;20,000 ; insured ; cause, unknown. The loss of the rolling mill
was the result of the almost utter uselessness of the water-supply
and hydrants in this locality. The new reservoirs at the crossing
of Plollis street and AUd's road giving out after a few minutes
playing, and the supply pipes being so small, it necessitated the
removal of a steamer at the height of the tire. Hydrant No. 57.
near the rolling mill, would not throw a stream ten feet, and was
of no eai'thly use. It has since been taken up. Water had to be
forced tlirough nearly a quarter of a mile of hose, and of course
much of the power of the engine was lost. The extra loss at
this one tire (which might have been prevented by larger water
pipes and l)etter hydrants), would go fir towards jiaying the ex-
pense of ajtplying the ])roper remedy.
May 14, partial destruction of an old shanty on HoUis street^
near the Worcester and Nashua Railroad, owned by Dr. Locke,
Cause, incendiary ; loss, small ; insur(.>d.
May 29, false alarm.
June 7, false alarm.
.Fune 11, false alarm.
.Tuly 22, false alarm.
October 11, slight tire at Lock Shop Foundry, extinguished
without aid from the department. Cause, accidental ; loss, incon-
siderable.
October 31, sniall house, corner of Buck and Ash streets, owned
by Marshall tfe Libby. Loss, small ; insured; cause, incendiary.
Novend>9r 0, fire in BeasDin Block, corner Main and Factory
streets, caused by the fall of a chandelier of kerosene lam'ps in tlie
show window of Howard & Cop]>. Damage to building, $5,00(l>';
to stock, furuitui-e and fixtures of the various tenants, 120,000 ;
fully insured. Owing to the very combustible nature of the
building and i'a])id sjtread of the tire, it assumed at the very out-
set alarming [»ro|»ortions. The greit danger was comprehended
by the de|»artment, which was «piickly upon the spot. No. 1
Steamer had two powerful streams upon the flames in eight niin-
ntes from the giving of tlie ahn-ni, (piickly followed by Steamer
No. 2 and the rest of the department; and with the opportune i.id
of the powerful pumps of the Nashua Manufacturing Company,
the danger was soon ovei", although from ihe peculi;w conslructi( n
of till' building, the vacant sjiaees between tioors, the upjjer story
and roof and the walls, the fire Im-ked around among partitions
for some time before it was wholly subdued. At this fire the
need of a fire police was clearly shown, both for the purpose of
saving and protecting goods and keeping back the crowd who in-
terfere with the firemen in the dischai'ge of their duty. The oc-
cupants who suffered mow or less were Howard & Copp, Geo. W.
Moore, Geo. W. Harris, H. J. Chapman, N. P. Washburn, Dr. Al-
bert Lull, Dr. Geo. Gray, Di-. Wilbei-, Church of the Good Shep-
herd, and the I. O. G. Tem})lars.
February 6, fire in a small shed west of Mechanic street, owned
by Byron Pearson, caused by ashes, probably. Lo«(S, trifling.
The department was promjitly on hand and quickly disposed of
the trouble.
p-ebruary 14, false alarm.
x\lthough the aggregate loss the j)ast year has been quite large,
the number of tires has been small, and, with the exception of the
rolling mill tire the loss is much below the average.
The Fire Department, as a general thing, is made up of young,
iictive men and good tireraen, and the companies, with possibly
one exception, are animated with the ])roper spirit and aim to do
their whole duty.
HYDRANTS AND WATER SUPPLY.
«
'Your Honorable Body has heretofore been informed, by special
<,'ommunication, of the opinion of the Engineers in regard to this
iniportant matter, and I have only to reiterate that the hydrants
are utterly unfit for the purpose for which they were intended,
and that new ones of more modern a7id im|)roved ''design are im-
peratively demanded by the needs of the department; and that
new and very much larger mains for water are needed in every
part of the city excepting a part of Main street. Unless this is
done inany more and larger reservoirs should be put in. There
are at the present time seventeen reservoirs, four of which have
been cons|}ructed the past season. None of these, with the excep-
tion of the one on Hollis street (head of Quincy), and the one at
the crossing of Main and Pearl streets, have siitticient capacity to
supply a steamer twenty minutes without a supply from the mains
being let on, and as soon as this is done the hydrants in the
vicinity lose their force and become practically useless. These
are facts well known and ai)preciateil by the firemen in this city.
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XEW IIOSK.
Tliere liave been only one liuiulred ieet oi' new hose purchased,
the last two years, and tliat after a severe test of three hundred
and twenty-live pounds pressure to the inch. The hose is from
New York and is called "Patent Carbolized Steam Fire Engine
Hose;" is wan-anted for eighteen months, an<l to stand a pressure
of four hundied pounds. It is highly recommended by engineers
of many cities. Its advantages over leather hose are greater
strength, less costs, requiring neither oiling, washing or drying
and consequently no change of hose is needed. Its disadvantages
seem to be, greater weight (sixteen pounds to fifty feet), greater
bulk, greater ditiiculty in h.indling, theie being no rings or straps
attached, and the difficulty of making repairs. The leather hose
was all thoroughly oiled and repaired, and ])ut in the best possi-
ble condititju last spring, but much of it is not trustworthy, and
hardly a fire or drill but more or less of it l)ursts, and it must be
gradually replaced by new leather or lubber hose. I would re-
commen<l that an additional amount of three hundred feet of the
Carbolized hose be purchased for the use of our steamers, thus
giving two hundred feet to e;u'li, to l)e used next to the engine.
APPARATUS.
There is in the department two second-class Amoskeag ste.MU-
ers, each ca})able of playing two powerful streams, and with a ca-
pacity of six hundred gallons ])er minute. Both are in good work-
ing condition, although some of the Hues in each will have to be
replaced with new ones. There ari' two second-class hand en-
gines (Ilunnemau make) one of which only is in use. They are
in good condition.
The hose carriage attached lo Torrent Steamer No. 1 should l;c
remodeled, or a new one puichased. There are two tour-wheel
hose carriages, capable of c:u-rying one thousand feet of two and
one-half inch hose each. They are in good condition and are fidly
e(|uipped in every ))artieular. Three hose carriages, which arc
used by the Pennichuck. Hydrant Company, carry from three hun-
dred to four hundred feet each of two-inch hose. These are an-
cient relics, and are no more fitted for the needs of the Fire De-
partment tlian are the hydrants. There are threi- spare carriages,
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one ;it the Forge sliop, one at Eaton & Ayer's, and one at the
steamer house ; and one liook and ladder truck, built by Hunue-
man, well supplied with all the necessary appurtenances. This is
a iJtrong, serviceable truck, but altogether too heavy for our use.
There is four thousand, one hundred and Hfty feet of leather and
one hundi'ed feet of rubber two-and-a-half-inch hose, mentioned
before, and thirty-nine hundred feet of two-inch hose for hy-
drants and hand-engine, none of which is considered reliable.
The various companies are fully equipped with rubber coats, belts,
spanners, straps, axes, bars, and other minor articles which go to
make up a fit condition for service. The paid members of the
Fire Department, all told, number ninety, besides the volunteers
attached to Protector, No. 4. Appended find list and location of







Ko. 1. Rear of John Webster's house, West Concord street.
2. Between East and West Concord streets, near Gen. Stark's Jence.
3. Corner of East Concord and Laton streets.
4. Near Indian Head Coffee House.
5. Front of late Ziba Gay's house, 34 feet 6 inches from mark on house.
6. Near Wilton R.R. track on Main street.
7. Front of the late Joel Carter's house, Franklin street.
8. Front of the late John B. Chapman's house, Franklin street.
9. Corner of Orange and Lock streets.
10. Opposite Nashua & Lowell freight depot.
11. Canal street, opposite Cross street, in sidewalk.
12. Opposite No. 1, Boarding House, Jackson Corporation.
13. Pearson's Avenue, in sidewalk.
14. Corner Main and Park streets.
15. Front of Eagle Card Co. shop, in sidewalk, Water street.
16. Opposite Eaton A Ayer's Foundry Ijuilding, Water street.
17. Upper end of AVater street.
18. Front of City Hall, in street crossing.
19. Front of Main street M. E. Church.
20. Front of Pearl street Church.
21. Front of General Hunt's house, east side of Main street.
22. Near Worcester & Nashua R. R. crossing. iEain street.
23. Head of Tyler street. Main street.
24. Head of Prospect street, Main street.
25. 'Opposite Mechanic street, in sidewalk, south side Factory street.
26. Corner Factory and Clay streets.
27. In Nashua Manufacturing Co.'s yard, near gate.
28. High street, near Houston well.
29. West Pearl street, head of Elm street.
30. West Pearl, crossing Walnut street.
31. West Pearl, crossing Chestnut street.
32. West Pearl, crossing Vine street.
33. West Pearl, crossing Ash street.
34. Chestnut street, near corner South Central.
35. Chestnut street, opposite Mrs. Wilkins' house.
36. Chestnut street, .soutii R.R. track.
37. East Olive street, opposite C. P, Gage'.s.
38. Church street, head of Cottage Avenue.
39. Temple street, opposite C. B. Hill's house.
40. Temple street, near Buxton's Avenue.
41. Junction of Temple and Pearl, opposit(> South street.
42. Temple street, opposite Foundry gate.
43. Temple street in Foundry yard.
44. Temple street, corner of Amory, near elm tree.
45. East Pearl, opposite C. H. Nutt's house.
46. Eaat Peai'I street, corner of Mason street.
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47. In sidewalk, oppo.sito W. & N. Freiglit Depot, Hollis street.
4S. Hollis street, opposite Warner & Wliituey's countinji-room.
4U. Hollis street, Warner & Whitney's yard.
5!t. Hollis street, corner of John street.
if
51. Hollis street, ojiposite Forge shop.
52. Hollis street,, opposite Forge shop.
53. Hollis street, lower end of Forge shop.
54. Hollis street, corner Allds road.
55. Mulberry street, corner of South Ehu street.
5(>. Kinsley street, cornei- of Vine street.
LOCATION OP^ JIESERVOIRS.
Abbot Square, between Amherst and Concord streets.
Orange Square, between Lock and Orange streets.
At crossing of Cross and Central streets.
Bridge street, north side of School District lot.
East Concord street, near residence of Cliarles Lovejoy.
Temple street, Williams' Foundry yard.
Crossing Main and Pearl streets.
Temple street, corner of Main street.
Corner of Basin and Chestnut streets, west end of Oval
Hollis street, head of Quincy street.
Crossing of Chestnut and Hollis streets.
Crossing of Chestnut and Kinsley streets.
Crossing of Hollis street and Allds Road.
Crossing of Temple and Cottage streets.
Main street, head of Prospect street.
Corner of Green and Locust streets.
Merrimack street, near Holt's factory.
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MEMBERS or THE FIKE DEPARTMENT,
59
PENNICHUCK HOSE, KG. -2.
Xame.
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OFFICERS OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
• jiiiBK ]:n<;ineek.
BENJAMIN FLETCHP:R, Jk.
Age, yf) ; ()cciii»nti()ii, Foro-er ; vesidonce, 21 E. Pearl street.
ASSTSTAXT KNiiTXEERS.
Ndiiie. A(j<'. Orrupdtioi). Raside.ncK.
(2, A. WoonwAKi), 4'> Blacksmith, 38 Elm street,
Edward Wrkjut, 4() Forger, Hollis ''
Jas. H. Reed, )\b Merchant, W. OUve st.
John Hale, -yl Cabinetmaker, Locust street.
FOREAriiN OF ('OJIPAXIES.
Ton-eat, Xo. 1 — Georoe R. Hor/r.
Niagara^ No. '1— F. A. Barney.
Protector, No. \— (George P. Me.sser.
Naslma Hose, Xo. 1— W. II. Mvoatt.
Petmichuck Hose, No. '1— Reuhen Wheef-er.





CITY GOVERNMENT OF NASHUA,




Edwaim) p. EariatsoN, (Jity (Jlerh.
Aatjon F. Stkvens, President Cominoji CoKncil.
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.
.JosEniu^i BALi>Avi>r, Jlai/or.
Edward P. P^merson-, Cit)/ Clerk.
Edward Si'aldtxc, President Common Council.




Free:man S. Rogers, Mayor.
Charles P]. MERiaLL, City Clerk.
Saaiuel C. Cromuie, President (Jorninon. ('ouiici}.
IIenry (). Wixcii, (Jlerk Coininon Cohik-II.
Al<ln-}iieii. Coiiinion < 'nimcil.
Ward 1, Alfred Greeley, Saiiiiiel C. Croinlie,
Matthew Barr.
2, Theopliilus B. Adams, (4e(»ru:e Tuttle,
Stilhnaii Churchill.
3, John C. Knowles, Daniel R. Marshall,
Jesse H. Woodward.
4, Mark W. Meirill, James Baldwin,
Reuben W. Hills.
5, John A. Baldwin, James I. Otis,
Charles II. Warren.
6, James Swallow, Lucius C. Alexander,
Rollin C Jones.
7, Winslow Anu's, Archibald II. Dunlaj),
Silas Butterh'eld.
8, William II. Ccmant, Stillman Swallow,
Alfred (^o.ltrev.
1 8 r> r
.
Thomas W. Gillis, Jlayor.
Charles E. Merrill, ^'ity Clerk.
IvORV Y^wvsio^., President (Jorninon Council.
Henry O. Wix<;h, Clerk Common Council.
AUleruieii. ('(hiuikhi ('(ihucH.
Ward 1, Matthew Barr, James Roby,
Lewis Kimball
• 2, Theo]>hilus 1>. Adams, Hiram T. Moi-rill,
Slillman Churchill,
;!, .lolin C. Knowles, (ieoryi' L. White,
Caleb Burbank.
4, Edward Spiddiuu', lJeul)en W Hills,
Charles Williams.
5, Jefferson Rockwood, Henry H. Reed,
Daniel Ilussey, • .lohn A. Cochran,
Horace Wheeler,
Charles II. Warren.
6, Thomas Chase, .Joseph Knowlton,





Wanl 7. Fr;ink!iii Muurue, Samuel K. AVellman,
Augustus P. Duttun.
8, WiHuun II. Connnt, Stillinan Swallow,
Benjaniin P. Moove.
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Alhin Hkahu, Mayor.
Charles E. Merrill, Citi/ Clerk.
(tkorge L. White, President Common Council.
Charles H. Sackrider, Clerk Common Council.
Aldermen. Common Council.
Ward 1, Ziba Gay, Joseph Greeley, 2nd.
.Jeremiah JB. Mason.
•J, .lotliam I). Otterson, Xathan S. Richards,
Abner Andrews.
3, Dauit'l Moore, Caleb Burbank,
Georg-e L. White.
4, .lolin H. Gage, .Tames F. Dane,
Edward A. Slader.
5, N'orman Fuller, Geoi-ge W. Marshall,
George W. Thompson, .Jeremiah Blood,
William W. Hoyt,
Mark Putnam.
6, George II. Wliitney, F^noch P. Chase,
Alford Fisher, Joseph Knowlton,
Hiram Campbell,
Nathan N. Brown.
7, Orlando I). Murray, Samuel K. Wellman,
Augustus P. Dutton.
8, Stilhuan Swallow, Benjamin P. Moore,
Charles C. Gove.
1 a 5 !j
.
Albix Beard, 3£ayor.
Charles E. MeiIrill, City Clerk,
JosiAH M. Fletcher, President Common Council.
Chas. H. Sackrider, George Swain, Clerks (^onimon Coiincih
Aldermen. Common Council.
Ward 1, Benjamin F. Emerson, Jeremiah B. Mason,
Charles Lovejoy.
2. Theophilus B. Adams, Abner Andrews,





Isaac H. Marshall, City Clerk.
JoNATHAiS^ Parkhltrst, President Common Council.





Ward G, Andrew" J. Ilockwood, Jacob Libby,
Andrew J. Marsliall, ^):\\i(] B. Fiske,
Alvin Greenwood,
Fraid<liii Twitcliell.
7, Joh)i M. Flanders, Jacob D. March,
Georg-e Williams.
8, Horace C. Tolles, iSTahum W. Burke,
Irwin B. Wildei-.
1 s 6 3 .
Hiram T. Moiirit-l, Mai/or.
John G. Kimball, City (Jlerk.
Theodore H. Wood, President Gommon Council.
Jacoh I). .\Iarch, (Jlerk Comynon Council.
Aldermen. Cuiitmon Council.
Ward 1, John N. Ban-, Norman P. Greene,
Theodore H. Wood.
2, Rufiis T. Kin^, , John Bullard,
Alvord O. Miles.
3, Daniel S, Jones, Joseph B. McQuesten,
Stephen Chftse.
4, David Crosby, Henry Holt,
Chai-fes F. Stetson,
5, Noriiian Fuller, Levi Kobinson,
Michael Reynolds, Charles H. Metcalf,
Davirl Sullivan,
Terrence Duffey,
6, Jonas C. Kemptou, Alvin Greenwood,
Hiram Campbell, Franklin Twitcliell,
Thomas H. Pinkham,
Isaac P. Whitman.
7, John M. Flanders, George W. Knapp,
David Stevens.




John G. Kimball, City Clerk.
Henry Holt, President Couirao)i Cowtcil.
Jacob D. March, Clerk Common Council.
Aldernien. Coiujiioii Council.
Ward 1, Lewis Kimball, Benjamin F. Kendrick,
Oliver H. Philli])s.
Ahlcnnoi. » (.'oiiuuun (Jouncil.
Ward 2, Kufus T. King, John Biillar-l,
Ah oi-fl O. Miles.
•J, Soloiijon A. Davis, Elijah L. Watson,
Rufus B. Holt.
4, Isaac Si'aldiiiLi-, Henry Holt,
Josiali A. Wheat.
5, Amos Wheeler, Hiram P. Jellison,
Michiiel l^eynohls, Michael Moran,
Orlando P. Smart,
David Sullivan.
(), Jonas C. Kempton, Isaac P. Whitman,
Hiram Cami»bell, Thomas H. Pinkham,
Mark R. Buxton,
Amos Webster.
7, Frederick Chase, David Stevens,
James P. S. Otterson.
8, James M. Perry, James G. Coombs,
Isaac C. Johnson,
1865.
Virgil C. Gilmax, Mai/or.
John G. Kimhall, City Clerk.
Mark R. Buxton, President Common Couuc'd.
Jacoh D. Mar(;h, Clerk Common Council.
Aldermen. Coruinvn CoiuiciL
Ward 1, Lewis Kimball. Edward Paj-ker,
Calvin K. Daggett.
•2, John Bullard, Moses F. Sprague,
Stephen L. G. French.
:-5, Town send Walker, James B. Hoitt,
Nathan L. Beverly.
4, David A. G. Warner, George Turner,
Willard S. Richardson.
5, Jonathan Parkhurst, Orlando P. Smart,
Wilham W. Hoyt, Michael Moran,
Hiram P. Jellison,
Michael D. Sullivan,
(5, Orlando D. Murray, Mark R. Buxton,
Jacob Libby, Amos Webster,
Samuel M. Noyes,
Henry S. Conant.
7, George Swain, James P. S. Otterson,
James B. P^issett.
8, James M. Perry, Samuel Dodo-e,
Nahnm W. Burke.
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Gjlman Scriptukp:, Mayor.
John G. Kimball, City Cleric.
Georck Turner, James E. Kent,













































George H. Taggard, City Clerk.
Charles D. Copp, John M. P^landers, Presidents C. Council
.




























\¥uit1 t), Charles Hohiiai], James E. Kent,
John TiHoii, William P. Buell,
Levi L Belcher,
William A, Ober.
7, Frederick Chase, Jolin M, Flanders,
Elijah B. Gale.
8, Elbridge P. Brown, Nahum W. Burke,
Francis P. Whittemore.
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(.-tEORGE Bo^\'ki{S, Jfayor.
GEORciK H. TAGc^Ara), Ci.tij Clerk.
Wii.LTAM p. BuicLL, President Common Conncil.
Jacob D. Makcii, Clerk Common Couucih
Aldcyiven. (Jowmon Council.
Ward 1, Edwar.l Parker, Leonard C. Farwell,
Barnes B. Pntnam.
2, John E. Clmrchil!, John C. Knowles,
Charles W. Pratt.
8, John D. Chandler, Nathan Pollard,
Xewnian O. Lyon.
4, (ieoroe W, Davis, John H. Lovejoy,
Benjamin Fletcher, ir.
r\ James II. Blake, George Edo-ecomb,
Edward Xolan, James Mi^Weeney,
Michael J. Snllivan,
Henrv L. Allen.
6, (^harles Holman, William P. Buel!,
John Tilton, Henry M. Kellogg,
James E. Kent,
Geoi-ge W. Flanders,
7, Joseph K. Priest, John K. Hosfoi-d,
William S. Weston.
8, Benjamin P.Moore, Fi'ancis P. Whittemore,
William A. Burns.
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JoTiiAM J). Otterso^', Mayor.
Gkokgr II. Taggard, City Clerk.
Ben.tamix Fletcher, Jr., President Common Council.
Jacob D. March, Clerk Common Conned.
Aldermen. Co>nmnn Council.
Ward 1, James Pierce, Kendall F. Worcester,
Stilman S, Davis.
Aldermen. (Joiiuuon ('ouiiciL
Viivd 2, Jolin C. Knowles, Charles W. Pratt,
William K. Mc(Trc'gor,
3, Jolm D. ChaiKllev, John B. Bussell,
Fredeiick C. Stevens.
4, (.leoi-ov W. Davis, Benjamin Fletcher, Jv,
\yMev U. Gates.
5, (4eor^e ^\ Shedd, Edward Kobinson,
John J. Xolan, Michael J. Sidlivan.
tTCuroe K. Aa'cvv,
Carroll Mei<i-}ien.
(i, John Tilton, William P. Buell,




7, Joseph K. Priest, .A.no-ustns VVilbiir,
Willian; S. Weston.
8, Samuel P. Wilson, Horace W. Tolles.
Isaac C Jolmson,
1 8 r o
.
JoTHAM D. OxTKiisoy, MayoT.
George IT. TAG(iARD, City Clerk.
EuGRNK F. Whitxkv, Preftident Cot/vitoji Coiotcil.
Jacob I). March, Clerk (Jonmton (Jo^mc'd.
Ahi^i-,iien. (kun-iion CoitiirlL
Ward 1, Charles P. Danforth, George McQuesten.,
Ezra P. ITowivd.
•2, .I()iin 'J. Ivp.ovvles, Samuel D. Baldwin,
Levi S. Cross.
3, Fre(ierick C. Stevens, John B. Bussell,
Willi.'im T. Spear.
4, Keiihen M. Sawyer, Edwin W. Johnson,
Daniel W. Butterlield.
5, James Mc.Weeney, Carroll Meighen,
( Tcorge F. Shcdd, Geoi-gc R Avcj-y,
Peter Kedihen,
^lartin Gatlhey.
(), Seth J) Chandler, Eugene F. Whitney,
(xeorgc W. Flanders, .Men-ick S. Thompson.
John W. Ladd,
Charles W. ^Icri-ow.
7, William S. Weston, Augustus ^Vill)ur,
John F. Sloan.
8, Benjamin P. Moore, ]\Iark X. Swallow,
El'.jriduc Curtice.
1 S 7 1 .
Dana SAR<ii:xT, Mayor.
George H. Ta<4gaud, Cit;/ Clerk.
Knwix W, JouN'sox, Pre/<!dent Com
Jacob D. March, Clerl- Common Co
Aldermen.
Ward 1, Barnes B. Pntnain,
2, Samuel D. Baldwin,
3, John B. Bussell,
4, Reuben M. Sawyer,
5, Michael J. Sullivan,
George J. Little,
6, Seth D. Chandler,
Eugene F, Whitney,
7, William S. Weston,

























Seth D. Chandler, Mayor.
George H. Taggakd, City Clerk.
Thomas H. Pinkham, President Common Council.
Jacob D. March, George Swain, Clerks Common Council
Aldermen,
Ward 1, Calvin K. Daggett,
2, . Daniel M. Smith,
3, John B. Bussell,


















Wai-d G, Charles W. Menow,
James E. Kent,
Mervick S. Tlioinpsoii,












John L. H. Marshall,
CITY OFFICEHS.
City Clerk.
1853, P]d\var<l P. Emerson,
1854, Edward P. Emerson,
1855, Edward P. Emerson,
1856, Charles E. Merrill,
1857, Charles E.Merrill,
185S, Charles E. Merrill,
1859, Charles E. Merrill,
18{)0, Charles E. Merrill,
Francis Winch,
1861, Isaac H. Marshall.
1862, Isaac II. Marshall,
1863, John G, Kimball,
1864, John G. Kimball,
1865, John G. Kimball,
1866, John (4. Kimball,
1867, George II. Taggard,
1868, George II. Taggard,
1869, Geoi-ge H. Taggard,
1870, George H. Taggard,
1871, George II. Taggard,
1872, George IL Taggard,
Citi/ Treaj^urer.














































1858, Thomas G. Banks,
1859, Thomas G. Banks,
1860, Thomas G. Banks,
1861, Samuel Tuck,
1862, Thomas G. Banks,
1863, Thomas G. Banks,
1864, Thomas G. Banks,
1865, Tliomas G. Banks,
1866, Thomas G. Banks,
1867, Thomas G. Banks,
1868, Charles M. Robinson,
1869, Charles M, Robinson,
1870, Charles M. Robinson,



















OVEKSEERS OF THE POOK.
1853, Edward Spalding,
1854, Robert Moore,
1855, Levi P. Sawyer,
1856, Levi P. SawVer,
1857, Levi P. Sawyer,
1858, Levi P. Sawyer,
1859, Levi P. Sawyer,


































1853, Aaron P. Hughes,
1854, Aaron P. Hughes,
1855, Aaron F. Stevens,













In School Committee, March 1, 1873.
The Superintendent, in behalf of the Special Committee previously ap-
pointed, presented the annual report for the year 1872-73.
Voted, To adopt the report, and to print the usual number of copies.
JOHN W. ALLARD, Clerk.
BOARD OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
ORCtANIZATION for 1872-73.
HON. SETH I), CHANDLER, Mayor,
Mj'- Officio Chairman of the Board.
JOHN W. ALLARD, Clerk,
and /Superintendent of Schools.
MEMBERS.
Ward 1— Samuel T. Worcester.
Ward 2— Eugene F. McQuesten.
Ward 3— Charles S. Bussell.





Ward 6— Charles Holman,
Eugene F. Whitney,
Francis L. Gerald.
Ward 7— John M. Flanders.
Ward 8— Charles F. Toll^s.
(Regular meetings, first and third Fridays of eacli month.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance and Accounts — Messrs. Spalding, Whitney and
McQuesten.
School-Houses and Siqyplies— Messrs. Hoiman, Flanders and
Tolles.
Text-Books and Teachers — Messrs. Worcester, O'Donnell,
Spalding, McQnesten and Gerald.
Boundaries and Assignments— Messrs. Bnssell, Wason and.
Flanders.
Mxisic— Messrs. McQnesten and Whitney.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
Mount Pleasant Orammar, Middle and, Prinuiry, and tSuljur-
ban Schools JVbs. 6 and 7— Messrs. McQnesten and Holuiau.
North Central-Street Primaries, Belviderf Middle and Pri-
mary, and Fletcher- Street Primary— Messrs. Bnssell and Flan-
ders.
High, Main- Street Gramniar, and Suburhan Schoolf: JVoi^. •>
and 8— Messrs. Worcester, Spalding and Whitney.
Fast Pearl-Street, Mulberry- Street and Edgeuille Primaries^
and Suburban Schools Nos. 1 and 2—Messrs. Gerald and Wason .-
West Pearl Middle and Primary, Palm-Street Primary,
Harbor Middle and Primary, and Suburban Schools Nos. H
and A— Messrs. O'Donnell and Tolles.
Truant Officers— Messrs. S. H. Mordongh, E. A. Ranger aud
J. W. AUard.
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMI'n'EE
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTEUCTION.
•FINANCIAL.
RECEIPTS.
The amount of money received for the support of scliools dur-
ing the year has been as follows :
Balance unexpended in 1871
Amount brought forioard
School-house furniture .
Rent, induding Baptist vestry
G. n. Taggard, services
Ringing school bell
Diplomas ....
Teaming • . . . .





public schools will not only aftect the present but the future well-
being and success of all the children within our limits. These
cliildren will soon engage in the active duties of life, and the in-
activity or prosperity of this city, twenty-five years hence, can
then be measurably traced to the condition of its schools in this
next six years.
With their present accommodations several schools are crowded
into small, dark, not ventilated, and therefore unhealthy rooms.
Hence some parents feel compelled to send to better but distant
houses. Others have kept their children from school, and taught
them at home, or sent to private schools.
The lack of proper school accommodations has tended to check
the torce of measures adopted to reach the class of children never
permanently enrolled in the public schools. There can be no
doubt that if the laws were rigidly enforced, we should have
three hundred more scholai-s than seats in the city schools on the
south side of the Nashua. Moreover, new and commodious
school-houses always allure within their walls more scholars than
were immediately expected. Such has been the result at the
Mount Pleasant Middle and Grammar schools.
Besides, since a large portion of our youth is of foreign i)areut-
age, many of them yet speaking a foreign tongue, does not the
necessity seem imperative to increase in every reasonable way the
efficiency of our common schools?
To do this, we must have more and better school accommo-
dations. Our school-houses should be spacious, convenient, well-
lighted, ventilated and heated, and enclosed in large and attrac-
tive grounds. For there is also a moral and educating force for
good or evil in the very building itself and its surroundings.
Fine buildings and school-rooms properly arranged and furnished,
besides answering tlie (-all for ordinary comfort and convenience,
facilitate instruction and discijjline, :is they allure the pupil to
habits of ordei', care and neatness, and restrain from moral de-
basement. They are ever appealing to the innate sense of fitness
and beauty, and thus are evolving the elements of a taste and
love for wliat is delightfvd, good and true, into corresponding
thought and action.
These continuous calls for ^ more room " for our scholars are a
sure sign of present prosperity and increase. The City overn-
ment of last yeai* met the call by the erection of the new Mount
Pleasant school-house. The completion and occupancy of this
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fine structure enables us to cougratulate the good people of the
North side on the rescue of their children from such school-houses
as North Central-Street, Fletcher-Street, and from their imprison-
ment of twenty-seven weeks in breezy halls and cheerless ves-
tries. The children highly value and cai'efully preserve their new,
oommodious and elegant rooms. And their improvement in mor-
als, manners, deportment and scholarship has been wonderful.
It is the duty of the School Board to "keep before the people"
our present educational wants.
A detailed statement of what has been done in the way of re-
pairs and improvements the past year may bring into clearer light
the claims of the next.
The Mulberry-Street school-house has been furnished with the
modern prhnary seats and desks, and the western room given a
separate outer entrance.
The East Pearl-Street building has also been divided into two
distinct rooms, each having separate clothes-rooms and outer en-
trances.
The new fourth room in the Palm-Street liouse was first occu-
pied by a Primary school, in June, and at the time of the present
writing is more than filled with its sixty pupils.
Another school-room in the neighborhood of the " French Vil-
laoe" would be speedily crowded. The East Pearl-Street and
Palm-Street houses, though built of wood and consequently very
expensive to keep in good repair, are the best school buildings
south of the Nashua river.
The Belvidere Middle school-room has received extensive re-
pairs, and the modern seats and desks. When properly ventilated,
and furnished with blackboard surface, it will be one of the best
of our school apartments.
The Belvidere Primary School sliould have a separate recitation
room for its assistant teacher, and thus avoid the noise and confu-
sion that must result from two classes reciting at the same time in
one small room.
The Edgeville school-house is set in a bleak, out of the way
place, which, in the winter, it is impossible for the smaller children
to reach. " A large and central lot has been purchased, to which
this building will be moved," said the school report of 1871. We
now expect that a school-house will be soon placed on the lot
owned by the city. The old house should be thoroughly repaired
and remodelled, or a new one built.
Of the suburban houses. No. 1 has been thoroughly repaired
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and furnished with modern seuts and desks. Arrangements for
ventilation and bh\ckboard surface are its present wants.
If the school in District No. 7 shall continue, and its present
numbers indicate that it should, the house must be thoroughly re-
paired and refurnished. This would complete the renovation ot
all the suburban schools, with the exception of No. 8, which is
now discontinued.
The Harbor School is of the same style of architecture as the
defunct North Central-Street. The Upper or Middle school-room
has now been reoccupied for two years, on account of the
crowded state of the " Old Brick" Middle School. It is a sin
against humanity, against all that is tender and delicate in child-
hood, to cram forty-five or fifty pupils within its low, narrow and
not ventilated walls.
From the tenor of a recent charge of Judge Bellows to a Grand
Jury, on the subject of schools and school-houses, we are confident
he would aid the jury in finding an indictment against this room
as a public nuisance. The Primary room is, perhaps, a little better
than the Middle. This building should be sold and a good, com-
modious, but not necessarily very expensive house erected. More
extensive school grounds should be obtained. The present lot,
perhaps, could be enlarged, or another in the vicinity secured.
This whole matter should receive the early attention of the next
City Government.
MAIN-STREET HIGH AND GRAMMAK SCHOOL AND THE
"OLD BRICK."
These schools are so closely related that changes in one will in-
volve changes in the other. Tlie School CouTinittee in 1871, and
again in 1872, reported; first, that " the committee are unanimously
of the opinion that the "Old Brick" school-house on West Pearl
street ought to be suj)erseded by a larger house in a more desira-
ble quarter." Second, " After much and careful deliberation, the
committee have come unanimously to the opinion that the Main
Street school-house should be devoted to the schools of the Pri-
mary and Middle grades, and a new building erected for the High
and Grammar schools."
To both of the above reports the present School Board unani-
mously assent. The community are almost a unit on the question
of vacating the "Old Brick." We have heard only txoo of our
citizens dissent. From the sale of this house and lot the city
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would derive a liandsome sum. Tliis eliould be used to carry outr
tbe other portion of the plan.
It seems to the Superintendent that our citizens should, and do
have the utmost confidence in the School Committee of the last
three years. Many of them have received the highest lionors the
city can bestow.
Now, with reference to the second i)art of tlu; report, is it just
or wise to disregard tlie advice of the very men who have been
expressly elected to ascertain and supply the wants of the public
schools ?
Your Superintendent has given this matter much consideration,
and is convinced that the plan now endorsed by the School
Boards for thi-ec successive years is the best and mo.s^ ecoiwmiccd
for the city to adopt. For the P)'imai\y and Middle schools are
attended by the smallest scholars; consequently the houses for
these grades must be located in the mids't of the children, and
thus scattered throughout the .city.
A building which shall be sufficiently neaj- for the childi-en of
that large section of the city now sending to the " Old Brick," can
not be further east, of Main street than the {>resent High scliool-
house. The High school building can be readily, and at a
comparatively small expense, re-arranged to accommodate these
schools for several years.
The first story, now occupied by the lour divisions of the Gram-
mar school, should be divided into three separate school-rooms, in
wliich, under care of their three teachers, the Primary soliool
should be placed.
The upper or High school room should be re-arranged in a
similai- way to accommodate the Middle school.
The School Board for several years have carefully considered
the propriety of enlarging the High school-house, in oi-der to fur-
nish better accommodations fo)- the Grammar and High schools.
At diffei"ent times couipetent architects have been consulted,
and, in their ojiinion, it cannot be enlarged for less than S'iO,000.
Several rooms would even then belong and dark. Personal con-
veniences and facilities for some practical branches of study would
be far interior to those supplied by a new house. The present lot
would be almost covered by the additions. In » wm'd, the best
enlargement must be exitensive and unsatisfactory. "Men do not
|»ut new wine into old bottles." Besides, the t wo hundred ami
sixty pupils of the " Old Brick" /nust be acvorMnodated elsewhere.
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Fifty thousand dollars (|of),000) would not purchase a lot sufii-^
ciently large and central, and pay for building a good Primary and
Middle school-house. Hence, to erect a new High school building
is the most economical plan which the city can adopt. It is also
a necessity. The ]iresent building is entirely inadequate for the
necessities, to say nothing of the health, conifort or convenience,
of the High and Grammar schools. These points are considered
in another part of this report.
The High School building was originally tlesigned for a single
school district in the then town of Nashua. This district, it is
true, was the largest. Since that time the towns of Nashua and
Nashville have been imited, and all the school districts consoli-
dated, with one High Scliool for the entire city. The whole num-
ber of scholars attending all the schools of the old district, in 1854,
was 894. The whole number of scholars attending all the schools
in the present city of Nashua is now about 2,300. The High
School building, a fine one for its day, was intended to accommo-
date less than two hundred pupils,— not so many as now attend
the Main-Street Grammar School alone. It would seem, though
the records are hardly intelligible, that tlie whole number in at-
tendance upon both schools, in 1854, was 160; the average was-,
143; while the whole number attending both scliools, in 1S7'2, was
308 ; the average was 290.
The Grammar school-room lias received some changes, in order
to crowd its two hundred pupils into the sj>ace originally designed
for half that number"; but the High School, in all its internal ar-
rangements, remains in the same condition as when first estab-
lished, twenty years ago. Since that time almost a generation
has passed away. The ])opulation and material wealth of this
city have largely inci-eased. But the fact that in the central part
of the city the school arrangements were so ])ooi- and insufficient,
has kept men of ample means from coming to this city to educate
their children. Several instances of this kiTid have very recently
occurred.
Fitchburg, Manchester, Concord, Lowell and Exeter, on account
of tlieir su})erior school arrangements, are constantly inducing
citizens with ca])ital, and childi'en to educate, to settle within theii'
limits.
Moved I)y the reasons already mentioned, the School Board
chose a committee, April 11, 1872, who should, with the Supeiin-
tendent, })resent. the claims of the schools for more and better ac-
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coiniiioclations, to the City Governiiieut. That committee, con-
sisting of Dr. Spalding, Father O'Donnell and Charles Holman,
heartily performed the duty. And June 14, 1872, the City Gov-
ernment raised a "Joint Special Committee to act with a like
committee from the School Board upon the subject of a new High
School house and the location of the same." This committee re-
ported unanimously in favor of the Spring-Street lot, so-called.
A quitclaim deed was given by the Nashua Manufacturing Com-
pany to the city, on condition that a school-house should be loca-
ted thereon.
October 25, 1872, it was resolved by both branches of the City
Government, "that a Joint Special Committee, to consist of one
Alderman, two Common Councilmen, and two members of the
School Committee, to be appointed by the chairman of their re-
spective boards, be appointed to investigate and procure plans for
a new High School building, and present the same to the City
Councils for their consideration and adoption. Said new High
School building is hereby located on the lan<l known as the
Spring-Street Cemetery lot."
The members of this committee were Alderman G. W. Under-
bill, Messrs. L. Farnsworth and L. W. Goodrich, oi' the Board of
Common Council, Dr. Edward Spalding and Di-. E. F. McQues-
ten of the School Board. This committee spent much time in
examining school-houses and plans. Mr. Samuel J, F. Thayer, of
Boston, a careful and economical ai'chitect, was employed to pre-
pare plans in accordance with the views of the committee and
School Board. These })lans were approved by the School Board
and unanimously by the Joint Special Committee. The report of
this committee was accepted by the City Government, Jnnuary
1<I and 14, 1873. A resolution, setting apart for the erection of
this school-house Hfty-two thousand dollars (152,000) of reim-
bursement bonds, passed the City Council.
The School Board were congratulating then\selves on the cheer-
ing ]trospect for- the erection of a new High School building,
which should save the health of tiic pujiils and teachers; which
shoidd widen the scope and extend the usefulness of our schools;
which should be an iionoi', an ornament and the source of material
prosperity to tliis city. But delays ensued. Finally, tlie Board
of Aldermen postponed (he transfer of the bonds to the next City
Govermiient. The necessities of ihe school are immediate.
Still much has been gained. Plans have been procured which are
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perfectly satisfactory to this Board. A lot has been obtained and
an appropriation has passed one branch of the City Government.^
The School Boards in this State have not the power which they
possess in many Western states to locate or build school-houses.
But our three members of the Joint Special Committee favored
the Spring-Street location. And whatever turn affairs may take^
the School Committee are unanimously of the opinion that the
present building should not be remodelled for Grammar or High
School purposes ; that a new Grammar and High school-house
should be speedily erected somewhere. Here it may be well to
state that placing these two schools in one capacious house witli one
competent master for the whole building, is not only an excellent
arrangement in an educational point of view, but also in %finan-
cial. This will save the city an annual expense for salaries of
over one thousand dollars ($1,000), compared Avith any other
})lan that can be pro])osed.
The committee are also of the unanimous o])inion, that, largely
on account of the susceptible age of the pupils in the High
School and in the up))er divisions of the Grammar School — in-
volving as this age does peculiar reasons which will suggest them-
selves to the mind of every thoughtful parent or guardian— the
Grammar and High Schools should not be located on Main
Street, but should be placed on a lot which is spacious and re-
moved from the exciting and sometimes demoralizing scenes of a
great public thoroughfxre.
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.
The schools of this city are classed as Primary, Middle, Gram-
mar and High. There are also eight suburban schools, The
average scholar can complete the Primary course in two or three
years ; the Middle, in two years ; the Grammar, in four years, and
the High School, also, in four years ; and, as a genei-al rule, it will
be the wiser and safer plan for the pupil to occupy all of the
specified time in accomplishing the work of the several grades.
But there are often great differences, not merely in the ability
of the individual scholar, but also in that of successive classes.
The older, more industrious and more ambitious, ought to pass
above the indolent and idle. Hence the arrangement and range
of studies should not be run in a cast-iron mould, but should be
flexible, and thus applicable to the varying powers of the indi-
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vidnal or class. AccorcUnrrly promotions are of almost every day
occmTence in the Primaries, and ought to be made semi-annually
in the Middle and Grammar schools.
Of the scholars admitted to the Grammar schools, over one
fourth had been only a year in the Middle grades, and over fifty
promotions have been made in the Grammar schools. From this
parents can see that while there is no need of "high pressure"
under the present arrangement of our schools, still, the child, with
good health, fiir abilities, and industrious habits, can materially
lessen the time generally taken to complete a full course of study.
NEW COURSE OF STUDY.
A revision of the course of study for Pi-imaiy and Middle
schools must be made. Tlie old programme is so general in its
outline that too much is left to the taste or whim of the teacher.
At the commencement of the year the difterences in thoroughness
of instruction and in nominal attainments wei"e painfully obvious
in our Primary schools. Experience and observation e(juallyshow
that the majority of teachers need a plain path and very definite
guidance. The manner in which every subject shall be brought
before a class ought not to be so exactly stated as to trammel the
teacher in' her instructions. But we should specify in full what
shall be taught, and definitely determine the length y,\\i\.frequency
of the exercises. In this way the work of one grade forms a fit-
ting and firmer foundation for the next. Thus the teachers will
become more systematic and exhaustive in their instructions; the
pupils more industrious, accurate and thorough ; and the schools
more uniform in their results.
A A general revision of the course of study for all grades below
the High School has occupied the attention of the New England
Association of Superintendents of Public Schools. A report on
this subject prepared mainly by Thomas Emerson, Esq., the able
Superintendent of Public Schools in Newton, Mass., was fully
discussed at a meeting in Worcester. At an adjoui-ned meeting
in Boston, February, 1873, the report was revised and adopted.
This scheme of study will be of great service to us in revising our
own. Locality, and the character of the teachers into whose
hands it must go, will of necessity modify some of its details.
.But in all of its essential features it has the approval of the Su-
perintendent; for during the year now closing, he has endeavored
to engraft many of its shoots upon our old educational tree.
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PROGRAMME OF STUDIES
Presented to the School Superintendents, at their meeting al lVorce>tter,
December 20, 1S72.
The programme includes nine classes, the work of each chiss
covering a period of one year. The classes are numbered front
one to nine, the lowest Primary being the first, and the highest
Grammar the ninth class. The number of hours per Aveek allotted
to each study or exercise is indicated by the figure annexed ; the




the character of the man or woman of maturer years. The foun-
dation of all that can be great or good in manhood must be deeply
and broadly laid in youth. The educational ratio, "as is the
teacher so is the school," holds most strictly in the primary
schools. Surely, then, in these teachers we have a right to ex-
pect true and kindly hearts, a natural aptness to teach, minds
well informed and well balanced, zeal in their work, and a keen
perception of its supreme importance in the educational course.
They should seek out the most natural, philosophic, and, there-
fore, the simplest and best methods of primary training.
During the last twenty-five years, a radical change has been
made in primary instruction. The change is certainly in the
right direction. And, though in sotne localities one might think
this direction too far extended, ive can have no similar fears. The
noisy idleness and restlessness ofsome of the old-time schools, the
torture resulting in others from the enforced sitting for all of the
hours of the long day,—Oh, how long it was wont to seem to us
in that far distant, little brown school-house at " the corner,"
—
are vivid in your recollections. Traces of the old, tiresome, do-
nothing system, save for the scholars who may be reciting before
the teachers, are still discernible.
Much time is wasted which should be utilized to strengthen the
physical and mental powers of the youthful pupils. Under the
modern methods of managing a Primary school, the development
of the physical nature bears too prominent a [)art to justify any
fears that the children will be overworked.
Activity is the child's nature. Quiet warns us of mischief or
disease. Every parent knows that the healthy child is inquisitive,
imitative, active, and over anxious to be doing something when
at home. A Primary school should resemble, to a marked degree^
a well ordered home. If activity and a desu*e to do or learn
" some new thing " is essential to the health and happiness of the
child at your fireside, are they not even more important in the
school-room ? Then let the teachers strive, first of all, to interest
the children in themselves and their work. They should consult
the child's nature, and adapt all the varied exercises of the school
to his physical, moral and intellectual growth. The faculties of
perception and memory are early developed; the mental, ripen
later. Tangible objects and visible illustrations deeply impress
the young pupil. The impressions received through the medium
of the senses are treasured up in the store-house of memory.
2
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These the skillful teacher will bring into proper relation ; teach
her youthful charges to embody in easy and intelligent lan-
guage, and imperceptibly to reason upon. Thus the first years
of instruction must be objective, oral, deductive. Thoughtful
and progressive oral training in morals, language, numbers and
geography, will accomplish far more for our primaries than " the
book."
It is true for all grades, but more strictly for the Primary, that
the text-book, whenever used, should be the servant, not the mas-
ter, of the teacher. Whatever seemingly comes from the full and
ready mind of the live teacher has a ten-fold greater stimulus to
mental activity than the mere words of the text-book can possibly
give. Well known objects, blackboards, charts and maps, should
be in constant use.
All class exercises should be brisk and short. The pupils not
thus occupied can be busily employed on some definite work
which has been previously marked out. All the equipment that the
"Alphabet" scholar needs is slate, pencil, primer, and the graded
reading which his progress demands, with, ]:)erhaps, a spelling-book
later in the Primary course. And, as the expense of placing in
every Primary school-room slates expressly prepared for writing
and drawing would be small, and, as this is the only sure way to
provide each pupil with one, I here recommend that such slates be
furnished each desk at the public charge. This is now done in
many towns in this state.
The moment the child begins to learn to read he should be
taught to print the words or letters of his lesson. With a little aid
and encouragement he will soon do this well, and Avith eagerness
and pleasure. After a short time he should be taught the mys-
terious but simple straight lines and curves of the common script
hand. I have been surprised at the progress made in writing on
the slate and blackboard by the scholars in some schools which are
generally regarded as the lowest and most unpromising. Those
teachers who thought " success is a duty " accomplished far more
than was expected. Now and then a teacher, regarding the intro-
duction of writing as an inroad upon the quiet and idleness of her
school, has miserably failed to meet my reasonable expectations.
The making of figures and doing simple work in the addition
and multiplication of the Arabic series of numbers, in connection
with oral practice upon the same, should commence early. All of
these exercises in printing lessons, use of script hand, drawing and
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practice in numbers, tend to satisfy the natural desire of the child
" to do something."
The wise teacher will also seek other methods to interest and
occupy her pupils, and will be ever ready with a kindly hand and
word of encouragement. Thus habits of order and industry will
be formed. The pupil Mali advance more rapidly and intelligently,
and be much happier tliiin under the •uicient "do nothing" system.
As has been said, all class instructions should be short and
varied. But to prevent them from becoming tiresome they should
be mingled with others, which have for their primary, though not
sole object, relief from the regular routine of school work, and
the proper development ot the physical powers.
There should be brief exercises in light and free gymnastics, in
marching, running, walking, easy general drill in numbers, vocal
culture and shiging, after every recitation. None of these need
occupy more than three or four minutes, and they can be so in-
terspersed that the change in position and delight in muscular and
vocal movements will prevent the school from becoming dull or
tiresome, and give an increased zest for study.
Some teachers say they have not time for all of these things.
Not time for physical or " rest " exercises ! There is no time to
omit them. The happiness and health of the child leaves no op-
tion in this vital matter. Some enterprising and progressive
teachers do even more than is herein suggested. These, in addi-
tion to the specified studies of the grade, find ample time for in-
struction in morals and manners, correct and intelligent use of
language,— and this last should commence the first day the child
enters the PriuKu-y school and continue through all the grades,
—
vocal culture, music, writing, drawing, and lamiliar talks on ob-
jects with a view of interesting the children, developing the per-
ceptive and reasoning faculties, and securing good habits of ex-
pression.
The general condition of the Primary schools at the present
time shows a great advance beyond the preceding year. The ef-
ficiency of some has been much impaired by their crowded and
poorly graded state. I have been much pleased with the results
of the successful efforts to raise the standard of manners and at-
tainments in two or three schools which have been considered the
poorest and least inviting. Our younger teachers in this grade,
and in the next, have shown a great desire to avail themselves of
all the modern improvements in methods and instruction. And
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injustice to our older teachers it must be said that some of then?
have, as far as their facilities vyould allow, kept up with the spirit
of the age. These, by virtue of their experience and. enterprise,
are our best teachers. Others, we fear, have made no attempt
to lift themselves from the ruts deeply worn by old errors oft
repeated, or, on account of its depth, can run round only in the
same monotonous groove.
The two Primary schools on North Central street, and the oriC
on Fletcher street, were removed last April to the Mount Pleas-
ant building. Their grade is the closest, their accommodations
are the best, and, consequently, they are rapidly becoming the best
Primary schools in the city. While scholars of the Grammar
grades can attend the same school from quite distant and different
quarters, it is necessai-y that the Primary schools should be located
in rooms near the homes of the children. Many of the smaller
scholars who live near the North Central-Street school-house,
have not attended in the cold weather. Considering the distance
they must go, and the insufficient way in which many are clad,
their absence is excusable. If a school should be opened in that
house it woidd probably be well filled with scholars who cannot
easily reach the more distant schools.
The Harbor Primary, next to the Belvidere, has been the most
crowded of our schools. This scliool has had four different teach-
ers the past year. As a necessary consequence, it has been much
delayed in its progress. We now expect a fair degree of advance-
ment, as a whole term of sixteen weeks was passed under the same
teacher.
The Palm-Street school " swarmed " last June, and the fourth
room has ever since been crowded. Even a fifth room in this lo-
cality would be filled next term. Our French population are tak-
ing possession of this school-house in large numbers. And there
can be no doubt if, in the neighborhood of the " Old Brick," we
had a decent school-house to receive its schools, their numbers, al-
ready too large for the present accommodations, would be consid-
erably increased.
The efficiency of the East Pearl-Street School has been increased
four-fold by dividing the house into two distinct school-rooms,
with a separate teacher for each. This is the only one of our
Primai-y schools which is not crowded with pupils, yet many have
been sent here who properly belong elsewhere. These two facts
conclusively prove that no additional Pi'imary accommodations
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are needed east of Main street and north of the Worcester Rail-
road.
In the Edgeville Primary School, the average attendance for
the winter of 1872-73 was only fourteen pupils. The school-house
should be moved to the neighborhood of the scholars, -^^or the
school suspended.
Number of rooms 15
Numbes of teachers 18
Number of the scholars for the year 1277
Number iu FaU Term 820
Average for Fall Term 617
MIDDLE SCHOOLS."
The so-called " Middle " schools are in reality merely higher
grades of the Primaries. The classification which leading educa-
tors now employ is Primary, Grammar and High schools.
There are seven teachers in the five schools of this grade.
Only two changes have taken place. The teacher in the Harbor
Middle i-esigned at the close of the summer term, and one was
promoted from the "Old Brick" to the Main-Street Grammar
School.
For the first term of the year the Mount Pleasant and the
North Central-Street Middle schools were united in the Baptist
vestry. The sole furniture of the room consisted of the settees
on which the scholars sat. No instruction in writing, or drawing
could be given. Much of the time the room was not properly
warmed. Under these unfavorable conditions, if the scholars
could perceptibly advance, as they did, there is great cause for re-
joicing. In April the schools were removed to their new house,
graded in two divisions, and placed in separate rooms under the
care of their former teachers. The last twelve weeks of the year
produced great improvement in deportment and scholarship ; and,
if any classes which came up for promotion did not meet the
highest expectations, this was largely due to the fact that for
twenty-seven weeks they could not be said to have "a local habi-
tation and a name" of their own.
The Belvidere Middle School, as elsewhere stated, has received
many improvements to its rooms, and this has had the expected
eifect on the school itself. It is a matter of regret that this school
is so small. Together with the Grammar class, retained for the
first ye.ir of that course, it numbers less than forty pupils.
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The Harbor Middle has had a change of teachers, and been over
crowded with pupils. It is of vital importance to the children at-
tending this school that they should be furnished with a school-
room which shall be commodious, well arranged and well venti-
lated.'^ In no other way can the best educational results be
attained.
The « Old Brick " Middle School still lives. Neither the build-
ing nor its arrangements, its location or surroundings, are satis-
factory in an educational or sanitary point of view. The intelli-
gent public are agreed on this topic. When this school shall be
placed, as is now contemplated, in the upper story of the High
School building, in three separate rooms, its advance in moral
and mental culture will astonish those who are not wont to con-
sider how great is the influence of the material world on the
plastic nature of youth.
Tliere are very marked differences in the condition of these
schools at the present time. . Every Middle school is arranged
and managed under a <lifferent plan. Differences must exist;
some are inevitable, many; in my judgment, avoidable. I am
clearly of the opinion that serious errors have existed, and I do
not flatter myself that some do not now exist, in the manage-
ment and instruction of these schools. More thought and thor-
oughness in the work is needed.
Pupils should not be allowed to rush, in a superficial manner, over
the studies requisite for admission to the next grade. " Whatever
is worth doing, is worth doing well." Before leaving the Middle
school the child is expected to have the foundation for good read-
ing and correct spelling; to have learned the main flicts in Politi-
cal and Physical Geography; to have attained skill in Map
Drawing ; to write a fliir, legible hand ; to understand Colburn'S'
Arithmetic to section thirteen, and, somewhat of the funda-
mental rules of Written Aritiimetic.
These expectations have not all borne fruit. Mental Arithme-
tic has been overdone in these schools. The proper proportion
and relation of the work of one term to that of the next has not
always been obserAed, esj^ecially in Geography and Mental
Ai-ithmetic. And, on the other hand, the amount of slate or
blackboard work on numbers has not been satisfactory. At the
next annual promotions in July, candidates for the Grammar
schools will be expected to perform with ease and correctness
short examples in all of the four fundamental rules.
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As so many pupils never, or only for a short time, go higher
than the Middle school, I here recommend that all the work now
done by the fourth division of the Grammar school in Written
Arithmetic, shall be completed in tlie lower school. To accom-
plish this a text-book should be used. This book should properly
unite Mental and Written Arithmetic as we combine them in our
daily business. Such a work has long been needed, and, I think,
was published the past year.
Some of our most eai-nest and enterprising teachers have
taught in this grade. Their labors have been arduous and crowned
with success. But I can 7iot truthfully say that all have exerted
themselves to the utmost, or made the best use of their facilities
for instruction.
A teacher who neglects opportunities to inform herself in re-
sxard to the best methods of management and instruction, who
does not by careful thought and study, endeavor daily to prepare
herself for tlie varied duties of her sciiool, avoids, it is true, com-
parisons which must be humiliating, and defers for a season the
knowledge of her own short-comings. But at the same time she
places beyond her grasp all corrective and progressive agencies
;
and, though for the immediate present, the impression may be
otherwise, will in the end be found wanting in the main elements
of true success.
There is one topic so intimately connected with all our schools
that I will here outline it. The children come into our schools
with many faulty habits of speech. These the teachers should
correct. No error in pronunciation, or improper use of language
should escape correction from the watehtul teacher. Make the
pupil repeat and re-repeat the proper word or sentence until he
can give it correctly, but do not break in on the cliild while striv-
ing to give utterance to his thoughts or feelhigs in living words.
Let the thought be expressed, or the topic recited, and then the
corrections made. .
When the child has observed an object and has learned its rep-
resentative word, he should say something about it. As soon as
he can write on the blackboard, or on his slate, he should place
his little sentences there. Thus the Primary pupil observes, re-
members, imagines, describes, and, beiore he is aware of it, has
written his first " composition."
As the scholar advances in y6ars and ability, the exercises may
be varied and enlarged. Require the description of a house, a
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tree, an animal, a picture, etc. Let him be taught to tell the ma-
terial, form, color, properties and uses of the things most familiar
to his eyes. A simple talk on some interesting subject may be
given, an incident or story read or outlined by the teacher, who
should, after a short time, require the pupil to reproduce it from
memory. A letter stating the events of yesterday may be written
to some youthful friend, or a set list of words can be woven into
the texture of sentences with grammatical relation and good sense.
A variety of expedients of this kind will suggest themselves to
the fertile mind of the teacher. If this plan is pursued in the
Primary, which here includes the Middle school, the pupil on
reaching the Grammar grades will have cultivated habits of ob-
servation, enlarged his reasoning powers and attained facility in
the use of correct language to express his thoughts and feelings,
and thus that bugaboo, composition, will be divested of all its
terrors. Besides, he will be enabled to enter intelligently upon
the study of Grammai-, technically so called.
In this study, also, the instruction shonld be oral and general,
for the first years, but theie is no need to elaborate this branch of
the subject. My aim lias been only to show that the correct ex-
pression of one's thoughts on paper, slate, or blackboard, should be
largely practised in the Middle schools.
Number of roomb 5
Number of teachers 7
Number of scholars during the year .540
Number of scholars Fall Term 300
Average number of scholars for Fall Term .... 237
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
The progress in this grade of schools has been most satisfac-
tory, and their present standing merits great praise.
Many changes of teachers have occurred. And though some
faithful, earnest and experienced teachers, whose loss could not
immediately be made good, have left, still the average teaching
ability and vigor in these schools, considered as a unit, has been
largely increased.
The upper divisions now plainly show many good results from
the consolidation and grading Avhich were secured in 1869 It is
too early to fully estimate the value of that act, but its great
advantages to our schools become more and more evident at each
annual promotion. A majority of those admitted each year to
the Grammar schools end theii- school-days there. Consequently
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it has been deemed wise to prolong tlie course of study to four
years. This additional fourth year obviates any tendency to
" high pressure," and at the same time makes the course of in-
struction broader, more thorough, and better adapted to the prac-
tical affairs of life.
Promotions are made in all the divisions, on the recommenda-
tion of the teacher and the basis of the monthly and term exam-
inations. Thus some complete the course in two years, others in
three, the majority in four, and now and then a longer time may
be requisite.
If diplomas should be given to all scholars in the Grammar
schools who creditably complete the course of the last year, more
importance would be attached to these schools, and consequently
parents would use greater exertions to enable their children to*
graduate with honor.
As has been stated, both of our Grammar schools take high
rank. Were it not for circumstances beyond the control of the
teachers, they would occupy a still higher position.
The Mount Pleasant school was taught during the winter term
in Fi-anklin Hall. As it was found impossible to heat this room
in cold and windy days, the school was suspended, at different
times, to the nundjer of twenty days. On the removal to its new
house the teachers entered upon their work with renewed vigor.
At the end of the summer term the pi-incipal, Mr. Williams, re-
signed and Mr. Charles W. Hoitt was elected master. During
the fall term a great improvement was made in the discipline of
this school; and now the principal, aided by the assistants who
have so long been connected with this school and who have so 'in-
telligently assisted the Committee and Superintendent in carry-
ing it through its many changes, is rapidly bringing the school up
to the designated attainments in those studies which it was im-
possible to teach properly in the two terms at Franklin Hall.
I would earnestly ask any persons who do not believe in mod-
ern school arrangements to visit the Mount Pleasant and then
the Main street schools. At the Main street school he will find
some of our best teachers. PCach one has the care of from forty-
six to sixty-three pupils. The scholars are crowded into small
rooms, and cramped in low and uncomfortable seats. There are
no means of ventilation, no clothes rooms, closets, play-room for
the girls in stormy weather, in a word, none of the essentials,
save good teachers, lor a Grammar school of the present day.
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There is more sickness iu this school than in any other school
in the city. It is the unanimous opinion of this board, on which
there are four physicians, tiiat this is hirgely due to the poor ar-
rangement, small size and non-ventilation of the school-rooms.
The Superintendent hnows that much sickness has resulted^
•And fears lives have been lost fi'om these causes.
Number of rooms 7
Number of teachers 7
Whole number of scholars . , 484
Whole number of scholars, fall term 337
Average number, fall term 297
HIGH SCHOOL.
Standing at the head of our educational system, the prosperity
of this school is of paramount importance. Its influence should
permeate and stimulate the lowest grades, and, in turn, the promis-
ing bud and blossom of the Primary, should, after years of care
and culture, bear the fullest and ripest fruitage in the High school.
The sub-committee on the High school stated in their report of
last year, that "the characier of this school has not only been sus-
tained, but improved, by more matured methods of instruction
more skillfully applied." And during the year which is now
closed, the instruction in this school has been still more thorough
and comprehensive, and the scholarship has been brought much
nearer a proper standard. And here it must be kindly said that
the age of the High school pupils is such, and the just expecta-
tions from this school so great, that hours for study should be se-
cured and faithfully kept. All the recitations should show that
by the aid of earnest and accomplished teachers the various
branches have been mastered, and not hastily veneered with a
refuse lot of verbiage.
This school has three courses of study, the English, English
and Classical, and College Course. The design is to furnish as
ample facilities for instruction as any similar school can 8ui)ply
;
and under the revised course of study the industrious })upil will
be well prepared for the college, professional school, or the varied
duties of life.
It is a source of deep regret that so many who enter this school
never graduate. The necessities of many families tend to with-
draw pupils, especially boys. Perhaps greater eflbrt and self-de-
uial would, in some cases, obviate the apparent necessity.
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What heritage, richer or more priceless in its results, can any
parent, it matters not what is the state of his linances or his
standing in society, give to his children, than the life-long bles-
sings of a thorough education? Parents who withdraw their
children, except for good reasons, do them an irreparable injury.
The education and discipline of the schools will enable the pupil
to more intelligently and successfully perform the duties of life.
Faithful labor, combined with intelligence, brings the highest mar-
ket price. How often can you read in the Boston dailies such an
advertisement as this
:
" Wanted—An honest, intelligent boy, etc. A graduate of a
High school preferred
r
The larger number of pupils, however, are impelled by an un-
due haste to leave their studies and enter into business ; perhaps
taking their fathers as junior partners, or assistants in the shop,
store or office.
This fast age is prone to forget that all honorable and true suc-
cess comes only by hard work and close study. Education and
mental discipline, obtained in some way, cause the differences in
the positions of men. A Franklin, Green, Hugh Miller, Burritt,.
Wells, or Boutwell, have secured knoAvledge and mental disci-
pline by self-culture, but all of these eminent men have expressed
in the strongest terms their regrets that the education of the
schools was not theirs to enjoy in early life. Are our High
school boys wiser than they?
Some scholars have, at great expense, attended distant schools
for instruction in certain branches now generally considered im-
portant and i)ractical. In some of these studies this school is fiflly
prepared to instruct and illustrate. But there are no rooms in
which this practical and illustrative work can now be done.
It is certainly due to the large amount of capital invested in the
productive industries of this city, and its flattering prospects as a
railroad and manufacturing centre, and to the children who are
rapidly crowding all grades of the public schools, and especially
the higher, that the High School should widen, and, as far as may
be wise, popularize its field of usefulness. Bat this school can not
even maintain its present rank, much less secure a higher, with
limited and unsuitable accommodations. It now needs airy and
well-lighted halls. It needs good clothes-rooms. It needs more
and larger class-rooms. It needs a spacious and well lighted room
for lectures on physics and the storing of its present valuable
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philosophical apparatus. It needs a room expressly arranged for
the more general experiments in chemistry, in which room should
be placed well appointed chemical apparatus. It needs a large
room; the general assembly-room will supply this want, furnished
with chairs and tables for the instruction of its pupils in free hand
and mechanical drawing. In this room, also, the young men and
women, (including the teachers in the public schools), whose days
are devoted to various pursuits, could, in the evening, receive the
instruction which a "free drawing school, " established by the city,
would bestow. For many purposes it needs a high, light and
roomy basement. Here should be a chemical laboratory, liberally
ftirnished with tanks, tables and simple apparatus, so that each
pupil may work out by individual experiment the problems dis-
cussed in the chemical text-book and lecture room. It needs re-
tired and spacious grounds, removed from the busy and distracting
scenes of Main street. These are some of the plain demands of
A modern High School.
The High School of twenty-five years since no more can meet
the enlarged claims of this practical age, than the stage coach of
the generation before us would answer the business necessities of
the enterprising merchants and manufacturers of the Nashua of
to-day. Perfectly satisfactory plans of a " new Grammar and
High school-house" have been approved by the City Govern-
ment. These plans meet the present necessities and provide for
the future wants of these schools. We are sure that scholars,
teachers, parents and all intelligent favorers of educational prog-
ress, will join with this Board in expi-essing the wish that there
shall be no unnecessary delay in this matter. Foi-, what this school
has already wrought for the education of this community, the
honored and useful lives of its long roll of graduates, and its
value as an essential element in the material prosperity of this
city, demand that it shall be liberally sustained, and, that what-
ever additions or improvements in its curriculum, apparatus,
buildino^s or o-rounds, are needed to meet the enlarged calls of this
practical age, shall be generously given.
Number of rooms 3
Number of teachers 4
Number of scholars, year 150
Number of scholars, Fall 104
Average attendance 95
Number of graduates 11
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GRADUATING EXERCISES OF THE HIGH SCHOOL,
Fkidat, June 28, 1872.
MUSIC. (Qui Vive.)
Original Declamation, " Practical Education." . Justin E. Abbott,
Composition. •' On the Tlireshold," .... Ella M. Wilson.
Composition. "Words vs. Deeds," . . , , Clara A. Fletcher.
MUSIC.
Composition. " Lady Rip Van Winkle," . . . Abbie H. Danforth.
Recitation. " Grandmother's Sermon," . . . Effie A. Gilmore.
Original Declamation. " Culture," .... Chas. D. Barrett.
MUSIC.
Composition. " Poetry of Geology," . . . . Ella L. Swett.
Composition. " The Dream Banquet," . . . Minnie T. McQuesten,
Recitation. " Homo," Ten a D. Spaulding.
MUSIC.
Composition. " American Girls," .... Ella F. Wliceler.
Composition. "Edges," Jennie H. BlEisdell.
Declamation. " Boy's Suflfrage," .... Nat. F. Cheever.
MUSIC.
Composition. " New Departures," .... Ida B. Boutwell.
Composition. " Why and Whither,".... Kitty A. Gage.
Graduating Ode Chas. D. Barrett.














Six of these schools have been taught thirty-nine weeks. The
school in District No. 3, consisting of six pupils, was taught only
the winter term. The five pupils in District No. 8 attended one
term,—the fall.
Received the Noyes' Medal.
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The whole number of pupils in these suburban schools is only
125; the average attendance, 87. Still it does not seem just or
wise to dispense with any of the six schools now in session.
The Superintendent feels a peculiar interest in these schools.
In such he took his first lessons, and in such first endeavored to
teach.
.^.
These schools are little communities by themselves. From
their veiy nature they cannot be graded like the city schools.
Though in several schools, scholars that were nearly of the same
advancement in a given study, have, much against their wishes,
been placed in one class. The advantages from such consolidation
have been decided. The time of the teacher is not wasted in a
multiplicity of petty classes, the spirit of emulation is aroused in
the pupils, and increased vigor is imparted to the instruction.
Only a few of the pupils ever reach the High school. Many of
the larger boys attend only a part of the year, flence in these
schools studies must take a wide range. The teaching should be
comprehensive, thorough and practical. Eflicient and permanent
teachers should be employed. Where the teachers are often
changed there is great danger that the pupils will tread the same
beaten path of study, reaching at the end of the term about the
same point which they had attained at the close of the preceding
;
or, as more frequently happens, their i^rogress will be too rapid and
superficial. The permanency of the teachers in Districts 2 and 4
has largely contributed to make these schools the best of the sub-
urban. " The laborer is worthy of his hire," and more.
No neighborhood quarrel or local feeling should ever interfere
with the success of the teacher. Give them a generous symj athy
a cordial co-operation. Receive them into open hearts and homes.
Then, by liberal pay, the School Board can induce competent
teachers to continue for consecutive terms in these small suburban
schools.
Number of rooms 8
Number of teachers 8
Number of scholars, year 163
Number of scholars, fall 114
Average number of scholars, year 88
Average number of scholars, fall 87
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EVENING SCHOOLS.
The need of establishing this class of schools was fully dis-
cussed in the school report of last year. Two evening schools,
one in the "Old Brick," and the other in the Belvidere school-
house, are now in session. The whole number of pupils, '218;
average attendance, 135; number of teachers, 5.
Evening schools for scholars under fourteen years of age must
be unsatisfactory. The attendance of such pupils, though not
positively forbidden, has been discouraged. Children of such
tender years, after being compelled to work all day, should not
be allowed to devote to wearisome study the hoixrs properly due
to rest and recreation. But in all the larger towns and cities, it is
now the ]iractice to establish evening schools for persons over fif-
teen years of age.
These schools should attract both sexes, but especially the
young men whose opportunities for early education have been
limited or entirely wanting. And this is now the fact. The whole
number enrolled has largely increased, and more young men and
women attend than formerly.
The range of studies is extensive and attainments varied.
Many adult scholars, you will find, should you look in upon Mr.
Parker's well-arranged, orderly and industrious school, at the
*' Old Brick ;" some, deep in the mysteries of the " Primer," others',
at work on Higher Arithmetic, Geometry and Book-Keej^ing.
Many join these schools from motives of curiosity or mischief,
and when good discipline is enforced, or the novelty wears
off, they are "off." As a result, the average attendance is very
poor in the evening schools throughout the country. At Sche-
nectady, the last year, a school of 300 pupils averaged only 20.
The average attendance in our schools thus far is unusually good.
But "Lent" will probably take away more than half of the
pupils.
To secure the best attendance, ray recommendation is to open
these schools in October, give them a vacation of two or three
weeks in December, and close their sessions the last of February.
In view of the excellent results now obtaining from these schools,
I trust a liberal appropriation will be made by the next City Gov-
ernment, to enlarge their usefulness.
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SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.
The xohole number of scholars noAv attending the ])ublic schools
is greater than ever before ; so, also, is the average attendance.
But the per cent, of attendance, based on the whole number of
legal members of the school, is smaller by one or two, than the
school registers of last year reported. Those registers were
placed in the hand of the Superintendent to reduce to a tabular
form, during the first month of his connection Avith the public
schools of Nashua. Many were very imperfectly filled out ; and,
from evidence now on file, it appears that some were incoi-rect and
untrustworthy.
The registers of this year have been, as a rule, carefully kept
and rigidly examined. From a comparison of these records, and
fi'om other memoranda, it seems clear that the attendance of the
present has in reality been a little better than for the year preced-
ing. But even a little progress is a hopetul sign, for tliis host of
absent and tardy marks saps the very life out of many of our
schools.
The statement that the average daily number of absent scholars
is three hundred and seventy, or a number sufiicient to fill eight
schools, under eight teachers, at an annual expense of $4,000,
ought to convince every parent and tax-payer that the highest
welfare of the whole school, and not the A\him of the pupil, or
the ease and convenience of the parent, should be consulted in
makino- and entbrcing reasonably stringent rules to secure a more
creditable school attendance. Many absences must result from
sickness and other valid causes; but not one fourth of the whole
number are thus occasioned.
The importance of regularity and promptness in the discharge
of school duties is often disregarded. Some parents do not seem
to consider that membership in the public schools imposes on them
the duty to have their children appear as promptly and regularly
there as at the store, mill or shop. The school is made a mere
secondary matter. And, as a result, childish fancies or parental
cupidity, indulgence or thoughtlessness, make three-fourths of all
the marks for absence or lateness.
If the inconstant scholar could inflict upon himself alone all
the injuries which his absences occasion, it Avould be just. But,
this is impossible ; for, especially in our graded schools, the classes
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are unjustly delaye<l in tlieiv progress, nnd much time and tlionglit
is expended by the e.irne.st teacher in the often futile attempt to
enable the scliolar to ])orfonu in one day the work of two or three,
aixl thus " keep up with his class." And, inconsistent as it is, the
parents of these very pupils are always the loudest in their com-
plaints when their sons or daughters fall behind their classmates
who are more regular in their attendance, and therefcjrt! more de-
voted to their school duties.
The rule adopted in the second term of the year, tluit "pupils
abs(!ut from school five half days in a month (and that two tardy
m:u-ks shall count as one absent mark), except from sickness or
some imperative necessity, shall report themselves to the Superin-
tendent," l^as h;ul an excellent effect when judiciously enforced by
the teachers. This rule, in a stricter form, is now in general use
in the larger cities and towns of New England.
While we do not under-estimate the numerous obstacles that lie
in the way of securing regular attendance in our public schools, it.
must be distinctly understood that the utmost vigilance and the
most energetic efforts on the part of all the teachers, and, most
of all, of the principals of our larger schools, are imperatively
demanded. Most of our teachers need no urging, but some will;
Avink at tardiness or absence rather than make the daily effort
necessary to lessen these evils.
Those teachers who have brought themselves into closer rela-
tions with the parents of their pupils have obtained two essential
results: first, better attendance by the pupils; second, the active
sympathy and co-operation of the parents.
Other things being equal, the record of attendance supplies a,
tolerably just standard of the ability and success of a teacher; and,
as a rule, those teachers who rank highest in the estimation of the
committee and community, secure the most regular attendance.
For tardiness a necessity rarely arises. Regularity and prompt-
ness go hand in hand.
The following method of securing good attendance and detect-
ing truancy has been used by several of our teachers with signal
success. Trusty messengers are sent to the parents of the absen-
tees ; the parents send back word to the teachers that their chil-
dren :u-e necessarily detained, or that they have sent them to
school. In the latter case, the truant officer should be instantly
notified to bring in the wanderer. Thus pupils inclined to " rove
3
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in greeu pustures " fin<l th;it truancy is a short lane witli a sudden
turn to the right.
Some parents wlio have been inclined to criticise this method,
and to fall back on their reserved rights, will do well to remem-
ber that over a hundred cases of truancy have been thus detected,
and iiundreds more pi-evented; and, that as human nature is
weak, their own darlings may fall into temptation when they
least expect.
We take great pleasure in saying, though several hundred mes-
sages have been sent, yet the little trusty messengers have been
rebuffed in only some dozen instances, by a smart, perhaps unkind
reply, to the teacher's question.
It is hoped that this plan will be more generally used, and that
parents will be read}^ to co-operate with the teachers in the en-
forcing of all just and reasonable rules to obtain a far better aver-
age attendance.
ROLL OF HONOR.
Tlie following are tlie names of })ui)ils not absent or tardv for
the whole yeai'. The interruption and closing of some schools in
the winter term has kept names from this list. It is also probable
that othei- names properly belong to this roll, for there have been
many changes among the teachers, and several registers have been
very imperfectly kept.
HIGH SCHOOL.
*Ida B. Bout well, *Kitty A. Gage,
Clara A. Fletcher, Ella F. Wheeler,
Mary E. Wilder, *Mary A. Chase,
*Leora Dickerman, C. A. Stevens,
=*D. E. Hartwell, Fannie P. Small.
Effie A. Gilmore,
MAIN STREET GRAMMAR.
Fred Bodwell, *Eugene Chase, Flora J. Runnells.
MOUNT PLEASANT GRAMMAR.
Kate E. McGafFey, *Laui-a A. Richardson,
Jessie B. Sawyer, Lovicey A. Downs,
Ira G. Brighara, • *Geo. M. Sargent.
* Not abaent or tardy for two years.
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MOUNT PLEASANT MIDDLK, NUMBER ONE.
Charles Cobnrn.
MOUVT PLEASANT MIDDLE, >fUMBER TWO.
Edgar A. Allen.
WEST PEARL STKEET MIDDLE.
Hattie Goodwin, TIattie Cliee^-er.
HARBOR MIDDLE.
Lizzie Burke, - Kinina Crawford.
MOUNT PLEASANT PRIMARY, NUMBER THREE.
*Artlmr Kendrick, P'^aunie M. Thompson.
PALM STREET PRLMARV.
Mary F. Harlwell, Delia Barquorne,
Etta G. Millet, Anna G. Millet,
Febrina Aschainbeault, Maria L. Men-ow,
Merissa Aschamljeault, *Lester T. Merrow.
EAST PEARL STREET PUIMARV.
Charlie White.
MULBERRY STREET PRIMARY.





* Not absent or tardy for two yeari4.
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THUANCY.
Occasional truancy has not caused so umcli mischief and vexa-
tion as in former years. In most cases the efforts of the teachers
have been successful in bringing truants back to school. A few
boys, old in this otlence, but young in years, have received the
close attentions of the City Marshal, who is also the head of the
truant force, a*id his muscular assistants.
Under our present system, or lack of system, much delay may
occur. A truant may have "the freedom of the city " for three or
four days before he is returned, to school. The ordinance ot the
city has not been vitalized, foi* the City Council have Jle^"er eslab*
lished any compensation wliatever for the services of Ti-nant Offi-
cers. This ordinance is a]»pe!ided : '*
AN ORDINANOK KELATIXG Tt) TliUANTS AND TKUANT Ol-"l"U"'Jf<:U.S.
Be it Ordained by the Manor and Aldermen and Common i-oiincil af tin
City of Nashua, in City Council n-isembled, asfoUotvs :
Skctiox 1. Any child between tlio ages of six and sixteen years, having no
reguhxr and lawl'ul occupation and of sufficient health, neglecting to attend
some proper school or playing truant therefrom, shall, upon conviction thereof^
be fined a sum not exceeding ten dollars nor less than one dollar, and in de-
fault of payment thereof, be committed to the Keforni School till the same be
paid or he is otherwise discharged; or he may be sentenced to said Reform
School for a term not exceeding one year.
SKcr. 2. There shall be appointed by the Mayor and Aldermen, upon thn
passage of this ordinance, and every year thereafter, in the month of April,
two or more persons whose duty it sliall be to look after all children between,
the ages of six and sixteen years who do not regularly attend school, and after
all absentees and truants therefrom, and to report tlieir names to the ynpei*-
intendent of Schools, and upon tlie request of said Superintendent, to mak«
arrest of such children, and if deemed necessary by said Superintendent, to
make complaint to the Police Court and cause such complaint to be prose-
cuted and the penalty or punishment enforced.
Sect. 3. The persons so appointed shall receive such compensation lor tlielr
services as may be determined by the City Council, and all lines and fees paid
under the provision of this ordinance, shall be paid by the City Marshal to
the City Treasury.
Sect. 4. All ordinances or parts of ordinances inconsistent with tlie provis-
ions of this ordinance are hereby repealed.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen. Passed jN'ov. 11, 1870.
Attest: ^G. 11. Tagoaut), City Clerk,
Iniioard of Common Council. Passed Dec. 9, 1870.
Attest: J. 1). Makok. Clerk.
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We ]i;ive no right tf) expect tliat the truant officers will promptly
arrest all trimnts, when they are not jKiidfor so doing. The main
business of those now called truant officers is the regular duty
pertaining to the j)olice force. The arrest and return to school of
truants is a secondary matter. The occasional truancies, as
lias been stated, ai'e not very numerous or difficult to reach, but
Hie chronic cases need the heroic method of treatment.
We haA'^e in our midst large numbers of children roaming
througli our streets and fields, and growing up in 'ignorance and
vice, whose names are rarely ever found on any school roll. It is
difficult to ascertain whether many of these Jiavc any regular em-
ployment, their names, ages, names and residence of their pa-
rents, and the amount of time, if any, that they have been in
school for the year. To properly attend to both classes of truants,
the occasional and the chronic, there is a necessity for a truant
force wliose sole duty at certain seasons of the year— spring and
fall— shall be to arrest all children who are without just cause
found absent from the schools. One of the regular police force
should be detailed for this purpose and liberally paid.
This duty would demand a man of peculiar tact and power.
He should, indeed, be " wise as a serpent," but not " harmless as a
dove." Th3 value of his services in an educational point of view,
and in the prevention of juvenile vic'e and crime, could not be
reckoned up in dollars and cents.
The following extracts will show what such an officer has done
for a neigiiboriug city :
"The exact iiuiu'oer of children brought hi Lo school through his efforts can-
not be stated, as mauy have been found in the streets and at home who have
been induced by a very little eflPort to attend some school, but their names
iiave not been reported, as they could hardly be classed as truants.
"Some have been taken into the public schools, and some into the other
schools in the city. It is safe to state that at least two hundred children have
attended some public school, none of whom would have been enrolled in any
school had it not been for the eflbrts of the ofticer. In many localities of the
city, where, formerly, hoys congregated, much to the annoyance of well-dis-
posed persons, .such boys cannot now be found.
" Frequently families moving into the city have neglected to send their chil-
dren to school for some weeks, sometimes for months ; such children have
l^eeu induced to attend school, while others enrolled in the schools have been
compelled to attend more regularly.
*' There are some children, however, who cannot be dealt with in this way,
suifJ these can be reached only by the strong arm of the law.
^"^ M.ai\y of those found by the officer have been taken to school and have at-
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tended constantly, others have been taken to this office where they have
promised to attend regularly ; some have been brought before the police court,
but dismissed, as they promised to attend school, while a lew have been sen-
tenced to the Reform School. '
" The working of the law for the past year must be gratifying to all interested
in the education of youth in this place, and we may confidently expect thai
with a vigorous effort for the coming year many more will be brought withia
the influence of our schools, and the benefits of the schools extended to all
classes."
t:MPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN IN MANUFACTURING ESTAB-
LISHMENTS.
The laws of the State of New Hampsliire are here given, that
this subject may again be brought to the notice of every parent,
chikl, overseer or superintendent, connected with any manufactur-
ing establishment in this city.
LAWS OF 'NKW IIAMP811IRE.
[ General Statatew, Chapter LXXXIII, Sects. 11, 12, and 1:3.]
Section 11. No child under fifteen years of age shall be employed in'any
manufacturing establishment [unless he has attended some public school or
private day school, where instruction was given by a teacher competent to in-
struct in the branches taught in common schools, at least twelve Aveeks
during tire year preceding.
Sect. 12. No child untler the age of twelve years shall be employed, as
aforesaid, unless he has attended school, as aforesaid, at least six months
during the year preceding, or has attended the school cf the district in which
he dwelt the whole time it was kept during such year.
Sect. 13. The owner, agent or superintendent of any manufactiu'iug estab-
lishment who shall employ such child without requiring a certificate, signed
by the teacher of such school or prudential committee of the district in which
it was kept, that such child has attended school as aforesaid, shall be fined
fifty dollars.
In 1869 the following act was passe<l
;
AN ACT IN RELATION TO THE ATTENDANCE ON THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Cou7-l
convened :
That the school committee of every town in which any manufacturing cor-
poration is located shall have power to enforce the provisions of the General
Statutes, chapter eighty-three, relating to the employment of children by
manufacturing corporations, under the ages of twelve and fifteen years re-
spectively, and their attendance on the public schools ; and all necessary ex-
pense arising fiora prosecutions instituted by the school (.•ommittee in enforc-
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ing the provisions of the existing law with reference to the eiuijloyment of
children by mannfacturing corporations shall be audited and paid for out of
the town treasury.
In 1<S70 the following act was passed :
The owner, agent or superintendent of any manufacturing establishment,
or any person connected therewith, wlio shall employ in such establishment
any child under the age of fifteen years, without having a certificate signed
by the majority of the school committee of the town or city in which the
child resides, or by such person or persons as they may designate for that
purpose, that such child has attended school as required by sections eleven
and twelve of chapter eighty-three of the General StatiUes, shall be fined
not exceeding twenty dollars for each offence.
The laws of the State leave the employer no discretion in this
matter, and any person who gives work to a child under fifteen
years of age, not liaving a certificate signed by the School Com-
mittee or Clerk of the Board, in accordance with the terms of the
law, is liable to a fine of twenty dollars.
It is true tliat many parents are anxious to keep their children
in the mills the year round, and when discharged in one place,
they seek employment for them in another. Overseers are wearied
out by their troubles and importunities, but the legal path is plain.
The Superintendent has been instructed by the School Board
to strictly enforce the law, and measures are now progressing
which" Avill place on file in the ofiice of the Superintendent, the
name of every scholar in Nashua wlio can legally be employed in
any manufacturing establishment for the year 1873. Then all the
children under fifteen years of age whose names are not found
on these rolls, must be illegally employed.
There is one sad ditticulty in enforcing the laws in a few cases.
There are some children at work who have no parents ; tliey are,
in reality, alone in the world. There are others belonging to fami-
lies depending, in whole or in jjart, upon the wages of these chil-
dren for their meagre support. It is a work of charity to give
these children employment to keep them from suffering with cold
and hunger. But should not this burden of supjiort in childhood
fall upon the State rather than upon the individual child V
A step in this direction was taken years ago, when School Com-
mittees were empowered to furnish school-books to indigent chil-
dren. If they are the children of the State, and it is for the wel-
fare and safety of the State that they should be educated, is it not
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the interest and duty of the State, not only to furnish the means
of education, but also all the essentials prerequisite to secure the
benefit of those niearis? "Men and children in rags and hung-cr
need clothing and food more than Primers and Arithmetics."
Then just wjiere the ;d:)ility of the individual ends, the aid of
the State should begin.
Your Superintendent is deeply impressed with the many diffi-
culties involved in this delicate matter, but he has entered upon
it Avith a firm i)urpose to deal justly and kindly with rdl parties.
He would have many more misgivings as to attaining the desired
result, did he not already possess most positive assurances from
the agents and overseers of our mills and shops, that they will
render all the counsel and assistance that he may possibly need in
securing the necessary legal attendance upon the public schools,
by the children employed in their respective mauuficturing
establishments.
ur:a.wing.
Di'awing, though one of the j)rescribed studies for tlie Gram-
.
mar an<l High schools, is not on the programme of study for the
lower grades. This arrangement seems to reverse the natural
order. All of our teachers should be qualified to instruct in free-
hand drawing. The work should commence in the Pi-imary
school, and as is indicated elsewhere, it should, in connection with
writing, occu[)y a prominent position in th;;t course of study.
One of the first impulses of the child, at honu' or at school, is to
draw something.
I have been surprised at the large number and fit propoi"tions of
the objects wliich many of our youngest childien readily <]i'aw on
slate or blackboard. Then let them be encouraged and furnished
with cards, charts, slates, pencils, and all the necessary materials.
Give them systematic and thorough instructions, and in the time
which can be given to drawing in our public schools without
uny neglect of other studies, the attentive scholar ought to ac-
quire the i)Ower of depicting anything that he wishes to represent.
It is an ex])loded idea that only a few gifted ones can learn to
draw. Taking scholars of the same average ability, it has been
invariably found that more can be taught to draw well than read
satisfactorily or spell correctly
In the best German schools, twenty-five years ago, " almost
every pupil could draw with ease, and the most of them with no
inconsiderable degree of beauty and expression."
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Walter Smith, " Art Master in tiio schools of Art an<l Desion
"
4Xt Leeds, Eno-la'ni, was induced, by the city of Boston and the
State of Massachusetts actiiig together, to take tiie responsible
office of "Director of Art Education." He says, that "In all my
experience in '.eaching- drawing in England, I did not find one
out of ten thousand pupils whom I was unable to teach to draw."
Strike from tlu; list Reading, Writing and Arithmetic, and wliat
studies remaiii of sucli practical value to the child as Drawing?
This is largely u meclianical and manufacturing community. Now
does not eveiy branch of manufactures in which it is engaged re-
quire, in the details of tlie processes connected with it, some knowl-
edge of drawing, and other artb of design, on the part of the
iskilled woikman engage*] i* The enterprising and liberal men who
are at tlie head of the varied industries which are tlie life of this
community, believe that <b'awing should be thoroughly taught in
fill our scluxds.
The Legislature of Massachusetts, in May, 1870, so amended the
school law as to include drawing in the branches wiiich inust he
taught in all the conniion schools of the state ; and also enacted,
"that any city or town may^ixw^ every city and town, having
more than ten thousand inhabitants, shall annually make provision
for giving free instruction in industrial or meclianical drawing to
persons over fifteen years of age, either in day or evening schools,
under the direction of thy School Committee."
It is here recommended to establish a " Free Evening Drawing
School," and also to employ a teacher competent to instruct all
grades of our schools in the elements of " free-hand " drawing.
All teachers in the day schools should atten'd the evening schools
till trained to properly instruct their own pupils ; then the neces-
sity for a permanent drawing teacher, now so sadly aii[)arent, will
no longer exist, and none should be employed.
Governor English, of Connecticut, owing a.s lio <loes his well-
known success as a builder and manufacturer, to a knowledge of
architectural drawing obtained in youth at an evening school,
speaks with peculiar force on this subject. He .says, in one of liis
annual messages to the Connecticut Legislature:
"I de.sirc to call your attention to one important liranch of instruction,
wliicli, in my judgment, is greatly needeil in our public scliools. This is tree
drawing, or such elementary rules of the art as may be imparted by toacliers
properly instructed in some, uniform and practical systent of mechanical and
object drawing. Drawing of this description is now regularly and systemati-
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€ally taught in tlie public schools of New Haven and Hartford, with tlie hap-
piest results. Tlie object is not to make artists, simply, but to make artisans, to
turn out a better and more proficient class of scholars, with such skill in design-
ing and drawing as shall aid them in their industrial pursuits, and effectually
advance the state in manufactures, inventions and the mechanic arts. The
sagacity shown by the first Napoleon, in his order to make drawing a promi-
nent study in the schools of France, has long since been acknowledged in the
tribute which the world has paid to the people of that country for their deco-
rative taste in the arts. Our own people are beginning to discover that their
most profitable articles of manufacture are those which come from the hands
of the thoroughly trained draughtsman and designer. The decree of Napo-
leon brought untold wealth to France, and instruction in drawing, when
once successfully introduced into our public schools, will, I am confident,
work equally salutary results in advancing the wealth ami adding to the ma-
terial resources of our state. Confident of the correctness of these views,
and fully impressed with their importance, I can do no less tlian recommend
that section 103 of an act entitled 'An Act Concerning Education,' in the
(General Statutes of 18(i6, be so amended as to include drawing among the
required brandies of elementary instruction."'
VOCAL MUSIC.
The supervision of this dejiartmeiit of instruction has continued
in the hands of Mr. Merrill, tlie teacher of last year. His labors
in direction and instruction have been ver}- arduous, and his suc-
cess is most gratifjdng.
Tlie work of the schools has been sy.steniatized and graded.
Music, like every other study, has its ascending stejis and must be
thoroughly taught. It is commenced in the Pjiniary school. The
youngest pupils are constantly drilled in the scale, and learn not
merely to sing a few pretty songs by rote (ui great occasions, but
to read and write simple music. Each succeeding grade adds to
the knowledge gained in the ])receding. And, finally, the science
of music should yield its richest harvest to tiie graduates of tlie
High school.
The Middle schools now plainly show the good results from the
elementary drill in the Primaries.
The Grammar schools, considered as a grade, without reference
to individual rooms, have made decided progress, and during
another year, it is confidently expected that these schools will
evince a proficiency in music Avhich will suqirise all who may not
be conversant with the advance the public schools are steadily
m.aking in vocal culture.
Tlie popular appreciation of the musical education now received
in all the schools is so great that no argument is now needed to
j)rove that it should be Avithin the reach of every pupil. There
still remains in some minds the erroneous impression that, in
every school, there mnst be many pupils who can not possibly
learn to sing. On this |)oint, the teachei' of music in New Haven
says
:
' It has been thought by many that singing is an an especial gift; whereas,
the facts are that amongst children who have had even limited advantages in
this direction, those who cannot sing are the exceptions. In proof of this
statement, I will remark that in a critical examination of upwards of fifty
rooms, at the close of the late spring term, not an average of one scholar in
a room could be found unable to sing the exercises required ; and even of
that number a large proportion were scholars of the highest rooms, many of
whom, in their earlier years, liad enjoyed no opportunity for practice."'
The scliools of this city ai'e in harnn^ny with these statements;
and it is only in the higher divisions of the Grammar schools,
and in the High School, that an average of more than one or two
in a room can be found not able to sing the required exercises. In
many of the rooms of the lower gra<ies, not a single pupil can be
found who has not the power to correctly sing the scale. We
know these facts are contrary to the populai- theory. But tacts
are stubborn things.
Some of the schools have fiuled to meet the just expectations of
the Teacher of Music and of the Board. This has been caused by
diffidence or want of interest in the teachei', and by a neglect of
daily drill uj)on the lesson assigned by the teacher of music at his
weekly visit. But those schools which present classes beet pre-
pared in the other regular branches of study have also made the
most satisfactory progress in music. This accords witii the re])ort
of Mr. Holt to the School Committee of Boston :
" Only seven of the two hundred and Jifty-one teachers who have come un-
der my observation have jiroved themselves unable to do the work satisfivcto-
rily. I find that teachers who are superior in other branches obtain also the
best results in music. And many of my best teachers are among those who
had no idea they could do anything in music before lliey commenced.''
Some of our own teachers who, on account of a supposed want
of a musical ear or melodious voice, have distrusted their ability to
teach this science, have, after earnest eiforts, been astonished at the
success of their labors. And any teacher who is not eager to give
to a school her best efforts for instruction in music, and in drawing,,
should give place to one who is.
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CHANGES IN TEACHERS.
Iliyh iScJiool— Miss Annie Abbott, Miss Florence Woodniun.
M<Mn-Slreit Grammar— Miss Roxanna W. Longley, Mi^s
Julia Neville, Miss Mary L. Pohuul, Miss Ella F. Perkins, Miss
Grace W. Andrews.
Miss Longley, the princij):il of t!ie Main-Street Graunnar Sciiool,
resigned at the end of the summer term. For several years she
had labored long and earnestly in this school. The principal is
held responsible tor the supervision and discipline of the whole
school. The work of instruction alone is arduous. Miss Longley
had become thoroughly wearied in the conscientious discharge of
these varied duties. The Scliool Board accej,)ted her resignation;
and, to mark their aji})reciation of her services, increased the salary
for her lust term.
Mount Pleasant Grammar— Mr. Ch;u-les E. Wdlianis.
Harbor 3Iiddle— M\!^s Emma E. P}iel])S.
-East Pearl-Street Primary—Miss Mary F. Marcl), Miss Emily
C. Brown, Miss Fannie E. Tilton.
West Pearl- Street— Miss Sarah F. Proctor.
Beloidere— Miss Frances Merriam,
//«r/>or— Miss Judith C. Walker, Miss Laura A. Kiddle.
Suburban, No. 5 — Miss Hattie M. Blood.
Suburban, No. 6— Miss Lucy F. Wallace, Miss Emma L.
Jase]jh.
Suburban, No. 7 — Miss Viobi L. Wilber.
The following teachers have been transferred : Miss S. E.
Dnnforth, Miss Florence Woodman, Miss Clara E. liobbins, Miss
Lizzie M. Hammond, Miss Lillian H. Wilcox, Miss Mary A. Davis,
Miss Jnlia A. Davis, Miss Sarah A. Collins.
The following teachers have ha<l charge of schools not taught
last year: Miss Lydia A. Simpson, Miss Aiuia Adams.
This large number of changes and transfers could not occur
without, in some cases, considerable injury to the discipline and
progress of the schools.
It has been difficult to lill all vacancies with competent teachers.
A small annual increase of salary for two or three years of suc-
cessful teaching will give more permanency to the instruction, and
elevate the condition of all the schools.
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CHANGES IN THE SCHOOL BOARD.
At the close of tlie j^mnmer term Rev. 8. H. McCollister resigned"
}iis membership of this Board, in consequence of his removal to
Akron, Ohio, to accept the Presidency of Buchtel College.
The f.>llo\ving is an extrac'j from the Racoivis of the School
Oomraittee
:
BoAiiD OF Scjiooi. Committee, Got. ii^. 1872.
Tlie Clerk presented th;; resi^iatiou o!" Kev, S, H. McColiister. wliich was
accepted.
On motion of Dr. .Spaldin-C, Vot(?d, To instruct the Clerk to oonv.^y by let-
ter to Mr. McCollister the regret of this Boa,rd at his removal from tliis cityy
and their high appreciatian of his great efforts in behalf of the public sehools-
of Nashua."
Mr. McCollister had given liberally of his time and study to
our schools. ]S"atnre, educition, culture, experience, and a love of
the work itself, enabled him to accomplish more than otherme:i.
By his removal, our teacliers lost a staunch sup'porter and dis-
creet counsellor, our scholars a sympathizing friend and safe guide^
and this Board a member whose high attainments, broad and ad-
vanced ^iews, and Urmncss of purpose combined v/ith kindness in
execution, will long endear his name to this comaiunlty. Judge
Samuel T. Worcester was cliosen in December last to iill the v.a-
cancy.
In this connection, it may l)e Avell to considei- if some ch:mge is
not necessary in the law under wliich the School Boaid is now
chosen. At present it is liable to suffer a complete change in its-
membership at the middle of the school year.
Under the existing law the whole Board is elected annually, ;uid
enter on their duties the last Wednesday in March. There is no
permanency to the Board. In feet, only two membei's of this com-
mittee of 1872 were members in 1871. If the law slnndd be
changed, so that one-half or one-third of the Board could annually
be elected for a term of two or three years, we are assured that
this increase in permanency would ;idd to the character iind intlu"-
ence of the School Committee.
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GENEMAL MATTERS.
I)ui-ii)H- the year wliu'h has now ch)se(l a ^reat advance has been
niaile l)y ))r()vi(]iiii)- now and cidarged school acconunodations.
The Mount Pleasant school-house has been completed ami occu-
pied by its three hundred and titty |)ui)ils ; the Kast Pearl-street
school-house has been remodelled into two spacious and ])leasant
rooms; the tbui'lii Primary room on Palm street has been occu-
pied ; and many minor, but not less essential, facilities have been
provide<l for various houses.
Marked improvements have also been wrought in the condition
an<l progress of most of our schools. Still, mucli remains to be
done to remove existing evils and obtain the best results. This
must mainly be the work of our teachers. Material means and
a|)pliances are im])ortant but secondarij in the woi-k of education.
The jirii/H/r// step is to secuie teachers of cliai-actei-, culture,
ability and aptness to instruct, and govern,—whose hearts are in
their daily work, and who fully a)>i)reciate the res])onsibilities of
their ])osition. But this is not all. They must constantly be seek-
ing new and Ijetter methods of management a/id instruction.
The teacher who finds no time for thouglit and reading on the
countless ([uestions with regard to school discipline and teaching-
does not advance, he retrogi'ades. To stand motionless is impos-
sible. "The world does move," said (Talileo.
We regret the fact, that teachers do exist who are not eager
to seize u])on every op])ortunity to enlarge their knowledge, and,
as a. consecpience, their power in the school-room. These are not
familiar with the present improved methods ot the best schools.
They rarely read an educational journal or publication. They
seldom attend, except under protest, an educational meeting.
They are not wont to confer with their associates on school uiat-
ters, except to find fault with the committee or with their own
salaries.
Now the spirit of the true teacher is never more clearly seen
than in tlie enjoynvent an«l profit sought from an interchange of
thoughts with a fellow teacher, or with the committee, on all that
concerns the best interests of their school. The teacher who de-
clares he can get no benefit from Teachers' Institutes, Conventions
and from visiting schools, has "gone to seed," and his useless
sarcophagus shoidd l)e taken from the educational field, to make
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room for some human organism into wiiicii there has bo(Mi breathed
the breath of life, ami which in its tnrn --.-an inspire the youthful
heart and incite the youthful mind to higher aspirations and more
earnest endeavors.
With rare e\ce])tions, our teachers Inive tried to do their duty
as far as their facilities and abilities would allow. Thei-e has been
an increasino- distrust of their own powers and ))erfections, a spirit
of inquiry and emulation, an earnest seekinij,' for improvement, and
a wish to receive kindly ci-iticisms in order to attain that much de-
sired end, all of which combined have made the arduous work of
superintending the public schools of Nashua a delightfi 1 duty.
There are peculiar (circumstances which produce great irregu-
larities in our schools. There must also i)c great differences in tlie
teachers themselves. It is oitr duty to secure the best teachens
that our means will allow. It is their'dixty to consecrate to tlieir
school work their best thouglits and wisest efforts. These recipro-
cal duties have been fairly performed, and our schools have re-
ceived the two-fold benefit.
The methods of discipline lii'.vo become milder, yet more effi-
cient. Perhaps, m some of the lower grades, both of these <piali-
ties should be cultivated with more loving and watcliful hands.
Tlie methods of instruction are more simple and practical. The
classification of many schools has been so far jjerfected that at the
end of the year we have tli'e right to expect uniformity in good
results. The attendance, leaving out of the account three or four
exceptional schools, is better than that of last year. The general
standard of deportment and scholarship has been raised; espec-
ially is this true of the Granimar schools. The motive power
which daily runs our schools is stronger :md more even.
But it is not enough to build good school-houses, to employ
competent teaciiers and to liberally sujiply both with all needed
school appliances. Greater co-operation and symi)athyon the pait
of the parent is justly due to the teachers of their cliildren. If
parents manifest no interest in the daily school work, and seldom
visit the schools, they keep from them an im]>ortant element for
their highest efficiency.
Often the chihl is subject to no discipline at home. He enters
the school and frets under its necessary rules and restraints. Re-
turning home, he receives the sympathy of his j)arents, for they
are ignorant of what the welfare of the school and the good of
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the child demnnd. Home discipline and occasioniil a isits to the
scliool-i'oom would rojuovethis fruitful cause of inisuuderstanding
and mischief.
If parents would fiequently visit om* schools, the teacher would
feel the force of this too rare factor in the educational product,
their children would renew their interest in study and redouble
their exertioiis to do their best, and they wo\dd clearly see the ad-
vance of the last five years iu tho general system of education.
To maintain the fair standing which our schools occupy to-day,
a large annual outlay of money is necessary. The people of this
city well know the value and vital importance of our free schools.-
The record of the last tv/o years shows that a liberal and judi-
cious expenditure for school purposes is sanctioned by this cotn-
inunity. The people are in advance of theii- leaders.
The increase, even in material wealth and prosperity, dejiends
largely on the character and sco})e of the public schools. These
constitute the only saleguar<l and protection for the stability of
the civil and social state. For in these are developed that indi-
vidual virtue, intelligence and responsibility wltich lie, as a sure
nud unyielding foundation, at the base of our free republic.
Then let contribulious to the su]!}K>rt and v/idcj' usefulness of"
our schools continue to be large '.umI generous. And the son oi'
affluence and tlie chihl of penury shall ever be found side by side
ill the common seliool, storing their niiu'ls ^nd jiearts with those
elements of knowledge 'An>\ precepts of viitue which shall make
them tho ornament and aid of the household circle, and true and
honoied American citizens.
Even in a report which is intended to embody the views of the
Sciiool Board, a lew words of more personal concern to the Su-
perintendent may not be out of place.
1 began the year with the detei-mination to spend all school-
hours in the schools. This has not always been possible. For
there have been daily and hourly calls upon my time from a a ari-
ety of matters outside of tlie school-room but coivnected there-
with, which are familiar to all who have had any ex])erience in the
management of schools. But 1 liave ]»assed all of iny available
time in the school-rooms, visiting some more frequently than
others. For some teachers are young and of limiited experience ;
others, who by years of study and Mork have securetl an enviable
reputation, need only an occasional word of caution and encour-
agement.
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And, in closing, permit me to testify to the fidelity of our
teachers. With rare exceptions, they are zealous in a work which
merits praise and full compensation. I thank them for the gen-
eral promptness with which they have seconded the plans of the
Superintendent in his efforts to make our schools as effective in the
work of education as our resources will allow.
The labors, the trials and distrust of one's self, incident to an
honest and earnest attempt to discharge the perplexing duties of
this office to the best of ray ability, have been lightened by the
confidence and support which I have received from all the teach-
ers of our public schools. And I should do great injustice to the
School Board, did I not express my sincere appreciation of that
unvarying courtesy, flattering deference to my opinions, and ofii-







Valuation of Nashua * 5,221,896.00
Value of school-houses, etc., including Mt. Pleasant . $93,600.00
Population of Nashua (estimated) .... 11,500
Number of ratable ])olls 2,631
Number of children from 5 to 19 years of age - . 3,000
Number of children from 5 to 15 years of age . . 2,000
Wliole number of children over 15 years of age . . 1,000
Whole number of different pupils in the year . . 2,211
Number of different pupils in the winter term , . 1,563
Number of different pupils, summer term . . . 1,636
Number of different pupils, fall terra .... 1,675
Average number of pupils belonging .... 1,537
Average daily attendance 1,295
Average per cent, of attendance, fall .... 76
Average per cent, of attendance, year .... 78+
Number admitted to Middle schools .... 159
Number admitted to Grammar schools . . . 129
Number admitted to High school .... 40
Number of graduates of High school .... 11
Number of pupils in Evening schools .... 210
Average .attendance 120
Number of teachers ....... 5
Number of children from 5 to 15 yeai's of age not en-
rolled in the public schools (estimated) . . 450
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TABLE,
<Shoicrnf/ the Artmes o^f (he Several Teachers, their Schools, Date














































East Pearl street,! Martha S. Wallace,
" " " {Sarah A. Collina,
West Pearl street, Nellie Greeley,
" jClara E. Wilder,
Kitty A. Gage,
Mary L. Hammond,
Mary A. Davis,
Lydia A. Simpson,
Julia xV. Davis,
Mary E. Law,
Lizzie M. Hammond,
Phebe E. Churchill,
Emeline E. Durgin,
Lillian H. Wilcox,
Annie E. Smith,
Helen M. Knowles,
Nancy P. Flint,
Annie S. Hall,
Clara A. Fletcher,
Hattie N. Robbins,
Maria M. Parsons,
Hannah M. Swallow,
Fannie E. Tiltou,
Emma L. Jaseph,
Lizzie Nottage,
Anna E. Adams,
Aug.
Aug.
[Aug.
Aug.
April
April
Sept.
April
Jan.
Aug.
Aug.
lAug.
Aug.
May
Jan.
Aug.
May
Oct.
Aug.
Aug.
April
April
June
April
Jan.
April
April
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
April
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.
Sept.
Aug.
18(57i
1869'
1872
1871 i
1871'
1872'
1872
1871
1872
1870'
18G9
1870
18(59j
18721
1858|
18711
18(52!
1N72I
lS72i
1871!
1864
1870
1872;
186:5'
1871
1872
1869,
1865!
1871
1864!
1862'
1871
1872
18701
1872|
1870
1872
1870|
1871
{
1869
1872,
1870!
18721
18721
Waget
$1500.00
550.00
550.(X)
600.00
600.00
450.00
450.00
4.50.00
1200.00
4.50.(10
450.00
425.00
350.00
350.00
400.00
400.00
400.00
400.00
400.00
350.00
425.00
350.00
350.00
400.00
350.00
350.00
350.00
400.00
350.00
400.00
40C.00
350.00
400.00
175.00
400.00
350.00
350.00
350.00
300.00
350.00
350.00
350.00
300.00
350.00
f>2
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